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About IOP Publishing
We are a society-owned scientific publisher, delivering
impact, recognition and value to the scientific community.

Our mission is to expand the world of physics, offering a
portfolio ofjournals, ebooks, conference proceedings and
science news resources with a focus on physics, materials
science, biosciences, astronomy and astrophysics,
environmental sciences, mathematics, and education.

As awholly owned subsidiary of the Institute of Physics
(IOP), a not-for-profit society, we support IOP’s work to
inspire people to develop their knowledge, understanding
and enjoyment of physics.
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Journals by subject area
Our journals, ebooks, conference proceedings and science journalism reflect the changing
nature of scientific research. Explore our portfolio below, where you will find titles covering
physics, materials science, biosciences, astronomy and astrophysics, environmental sciences,
mathematics, and interdisciplinary sciences, including education.
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New open access journals

Expanding the Environmental Research
journalseries
IOP Publishing’s expanding Environmental Research series offers
an evolvingsuite of fully open access titles covering the most critical
areas of environmental science and sustainability.

2022 will see the addition of three new interdisciplinary titles
extending the series to six open access journals providing a range of
universally accessible publishing options that combine outstanding
levels of author service, inclusive editorial policies, strict quality
assurance and open science principles at their core.

EnvironmentalResearch:Climate
Designed to address important challenges
concerning the physical science and
assessment of climate systems and
global change in a way that bridges efforts
relatingto impact, resilience,mitigation,
adaptationand long termsolutions.

EnvironmentalResearch:Health
Devoted to addressing important
global challenges at the interface of the
environment and public health in a way that
bridges scientific progress and assessment
with efforts relating to impact/future risks,
resilience,mitigation, adaptation, security
and long termsolutions.

EnvironmentalResearch:Ecology
Publishing at the interface of environmental
science, large scale ecology, biodiversity
and conservation in away that bridges
scientific progress and assessment with
efforts relating to impacts of global change,
resilience,mitigationand adaptation.

New journals in collaborationwith
otherorganisations
TheElectrochemistrySociety
In a further development of our existing partnership with the
Electrochemistry Society (ECS), 2022 will see the addition of two
new open access titles to their expanding family ofjournals.

ECSSensors Plus
Providing a specialized open access
outlet for all content related to materials,
structures,properties,performance,and
characterization of sensing and detection
devices and systems.

ECSAdvances
An open access platform for research
across all areas of electrochemical
and solid-state science and
technology research, with the broadest
dissemination of all journals in the field of
electrochemistry.

SongshanLakeMaterialsLaboratory and Institute of Physics,
ChineseAcademyofSciences
Co-published with the Songshan Lake Materials Laboratory (SLAB),
in affiliation with the Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of
Science, we are pleased to introduce a new open access journal
covering all areas of basic and applied materials science and
technology.

MaterialsFutures
An open accessjournal covering all areas
of basic and applied materials science
and technology, ranging from metals and
ceramics to energy materials, quantum
materials andbiomaterials.
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ECS Digital Archives

Available for the first time in partnership with IOP Publishing
The Digital Archives ofThe Electrochemical Society provide access to more than 146,000 research articles dating back to 1930, and include the
most highly cited journals in electrochemistry and solid-state science and technology. Flagship journals and retired publications are seamlessly
integrated with current content in the IOPscience platform.

Discover research by Nobel laureates, including Isamu Akasaki and Hiroshi Amano for the invention of efficient blue LEDs and Jack Kilby for the
invention of the integrated circuit. Explore the origins of the semiconductor industry through landmark research and interviews by Gordon Moore.

Keydetails:
• Spanning 1930–2019
• Nine journals, 146,000+ articles

• Clearmore than 3800 issues from your library shelves

• Full technical integration
• No maintenance fees
• Flexible purchase options available

Journal of Solid
StateScience
andTechnology
2012–2020
2165 articles

Just some of the Nobel laureates featured in the ECS Digital Archives
1986NobelPrize inPhysics 1996NobelPrize inChemistry 2014NobelPrize inPhysics
GerdBinnig Richard Smalley IsamuAkasaki,HiroshiAmano

andShuji Nakamura
1987NobelPrize inChemistry 1997NobelPrize inPhysics
Jean-Marie Lehn William D Phillips and Stephen Chu 2019NobelPrize inChemistry

JohnBGoodenough,MStanleyWhittingham
1992NobelPrize inChemistry 2000NobelPrize inPhysics and AkiraYoshino
Rudolph AMarcus Jack Kilby

JournalofThe
Electrochemical
Society
1930–2020
46,120 articles

ECSTransactions
2006–2020
20,317 articles
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IOP ebooks is the essential collection of books developed by a society publisher
for the scientific community. We give our authors’ voices more prominence through
innovative publishing techniques to advance knowledge across multiple key subject
areas, while empowering libraries to take control of the content that they purchase
through a range of acquisition options that will best serve the needs of their users.

Thermodynamicsand
StatisticalMechanics
An introduction for physicists
and engineers

SamyaZain

String Theory
and the RealWorld
The visible sector

GordonKane

SECOND
EDITION

Leading voices
We workwith pioneers and award-winning authors to educate, enhance knowledge and connect readers to cutting-edgework in their field.

Daniel Erenso
Middle Tennessee State
University,Murfreesboro,
Tennessee, USA

Natalia Ivanova
Universityof Alberta,
Edmonton,Alberta,
Canada

Colin Lambert
Lancaster University,
Lancaster, UK

Joel Jean
Swift Solar Inc.,San
Carlos, CA, USA

Research and reference texts
Valuable topic overviews that provide away into the primary
literature via extensive references. They include monographs,
handbooksandeditedcollections.

Course texts
For advanced undergraduate and graduate-level students,
our course texts include a range of features such as reader
exercises and interactive Q&A content for an enriched learning
experience. Course texts are included in all collections
asstandard.

Broad-interest titles
Accessible insights into the latest hot topics, often taking a
multidisciplinaryapproach.

Computation in Science
From concepts to practice

KonradHinsen

SECOND
EDITION

UltrafastLasersand
Optics forExperimentalists
JamesDavidPickering

IPEM–IOP Series in Physics and Engineering in Medicine and Biology

ImagingModalities for Biological and
Preclinical Research: A Compendium
Parts II–IV: In vivo preclinical imaging,
multimodality imagingandoutlook

Edited by
Carmel J Caruana

Julia G Mannheim

Inst itute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine

AndreasWalter
VOLUME
TWO

Quantum Transport
inNanostructuresand
Molecules
Anintroduction to molecular electronics

ColinJohnLambert

Biophysics of the Senses
TennilleDPresley

SECOND
EDITION

IOP Series in Next Generation Computing

Blockchain in the
Industrial Internet
of Things
LakshmanaKumarRamasamy
Seifedine Kadry

Virtual and Real Labs
for Introductory Physics II
Optics, modern physics, and
electromagnetism

DanielErenso
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Broad subject coverage
With books covering 16 subject areas across the physical sciences, you can be assured that there is something for everyone at your library.

Biomedical engineering

Education and outreach

Mathematics and
computation

Plasmas

Expert partners
We partnerwithworld-leading scientific societieswho are at the
forefront of their fields of expertise and know the needs of their
communities to publish highly relevant books.

Library benefits
•Budget management:Purchasingoptions thatsupport broad
access provision and building bespoke library collections

•Value: Perpetual acquisition of your titles whether you choose a
one-time purchase or an evidence-based model

• Ease of use: All books are DRM free with no restrictions on use
• Discoverable: Smarter searching and optimal discovery through
free MARC records and extensive indexing

• Relevant: On average, 64% of IOP ebooks are used at any
institutionwithin12monthsof purchase

•Accessible:Highaccessibility standards andcompatibilitywith
assistive technology

• myPrint: Give your library users the option to purchase heavily

Reader benefits
•Convenient:Bookscanbeaccessed24/7onoroff campus
throughour integrated journal andbookplatform

• Interactive:Anelevated readingexperience throughembedded
videos, interactive featuresanddownloadablesoftware

•Accessible:Multiple formatsavailable tosupport readingonall
devices, as well as compatibility with screen readers, such as
JAWS, NVDA and Apple’s VoiceOver

•Compatible:Booksareeasily integrated into the virtual learning
environment

• Flexible: Manage your reading list through individual chapter or
whole-bookdownloads

discountedprintcopiesof the books in your collection

For more information and a list of
published and forthcoming titles, visit
iopscience.org/books

Culture, history and society

Atomic andmolecular
physics

Materials

Particle and nuclear
physics

Instrumentation and
measurement

Optics and photonics

Astronomyand
astrophysics

Condensedmatter

Quantum science

Medical physics and
biophysics

Environment and energy

Classical physics
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Strengthening our commitment to open science

IOP Publishing’s ‘open physics’ programme is about making science more accessible,
transparent and inclusive

Open physics sets out our commitments to supporting open science across the physical sciences. It is rooted in our belief that conducting
science more openly can accelerate scientific discovery. It combines an evolving programme of publications, activities and policies to promote
and support openness in physical science through:

Inclusivity

•Achievingparity of opportunity for
any researcher to become an author,
reviewer or editorial board member
acrossourpublications

• Supporting researchers based in
lower-income economies to publish
physical science openly in an IOP
Publishing journal at a reduced or
waived article publication charge
(APC)

• Ensuring all IOP Publishing editorial
staff receive training related to
diversity, inclusion and unconscious
bias

Open physics encompasses all the steps thatwe are taking to support open science practices in the communities thatwe serve. It is about
increasing access to high-quality research and facilitating greater trust and integrity in science. It is also about reducing cultural and structural
barriers to help foster diversity and encourage wider participation.

To find out more about our commitment to open physics,

Access

•Offeringauthors theoptionof
publishing physical science research
openly in any IOP Publishing primary
research journal

• Publishing all open access articles
under a Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) licence with
the authors retaining ownership
of copyright

•Seeking transformativeagreements
with any organisation wishing to
make the outputs of its research
fully open access

• Annually reviewing the suitability of
flipping IOP Publishing subscription
journals to full open access

Transparency

• Enabling research data and code
associated with primary research
articles to be publicly available and
discoverable

• Encouraging reviewers and editorial
boards to make reviewer reports
associated with primary research
articles publicly available and
discoverable

•Providingclear informationabout
our peer-review and editorial
processes

visit the hub ioppublishing.org/open-physics
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Our journals
IOP Publishing’s portfolio includes more than 100 journals,
around half ofwhich are published jointly with or on
behalf of partner societies and research organisations.

Our publishing portfolio reflects the growth of scientific
research and application in core scientific fields, while
recognising the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of
scientific research.

iopscience.org
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2D Materials
iopscience.org/2dm

Advances in Natural Sciences:
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
iopscience.org/ansn

Volume 9

Frequency 4

Online ISSN 2053-1583

CODEN

Volume 13

Frequency 4

Online ISSN 2043-6262

ANSNCK

Editor-in-chief
Wencai Ren, Shenyang National Laboratory for Materials Science,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Regionaleditor for North America
Joan Redwing, Pennsylvania State University, USA

Regional editor forAsia
Byung Hee Hong, Seoul National University, Korea

2D Materials™ (2DM) publishes fundamental and applied research of the
highest quality and impact, covering all aspects of graphene and related
2Dmaterials.

2DM publishes new research, topical reviews and commentaries that are
vital reading for scientists and engineers working on any aspect of this
importantareaof research.

The journal covers all aspects of 2Dmaterials, including fundamental
properties (experiments, theory andsimulations), novel applications
(electrical,mechanical, chemical andbiomedical) andsynthesis/
fabricationtechniques.Specificmaterials of interest include, but arenot
limited to:
graphene and graphene-derived materials (such as graphene oxides,
graphenequantumdots)
siliceneandgermanene/silicaneandgermanane
boronnitride
transitionmetaldichalcogenides
2D topological insulators

Onlinearchive
2014–2021available freewith journal subscription

Journal metrics
3DAYS
Median submission to first
decision before peer review

32DAYS
Median submission to first
decision after peer review

7.103
Impact factor

Editor-in-chief
Nguyen Quang Liem,VietnamAcademy ofScience andTechnology, Vietnam

Deputy editor-in-chief
Nguyen Bich Ha, Institute of Materials Science,Vietnam

Advances in Natural Sciences: Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ANSN)
produces quarterly issues of research covering all aspects of nanoscience
andnanotechnology, including the fundamental physics,optics,photonics,
chemistry, biology and technology of nanometre-scale materials and
devices, for applications inquantumcomputation, smart lighting, energy
generationandstorage,sensors,healthcare,agricultural production,and
environmentalprotection.

ANSN supports the international community, publishing research from
around the world and acting as an information resource for its international
readership – including primary researchers, industry professionals and
undergraduatenanotechnologystudents.

Published using the gold open access model between 2010 and 2018,
ANSN has been published on asubscription basis from 2019 onwards.

A corresponding printversion is created for local use inVietnam.

Onlinearchive
2011–2022available freewith journal subscription
2010 available in the IOPJournalArchive

Partner
Vietnam Academy of Science andTechnology

Journalmetrics
5DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decision before peer review

25DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decisionafter peer review

4.8
Citescore

ELECTRONICONLY

13.9 ELECTRONIC ONLY
Citescore

DMATB7 CODEN
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Applied Physics Express
iopscience.org/apex

The AstronomicalJournal
iopscience.org/aj

Volume 15

Frequency 12

Online ISSN 1882-0786

Print ISSN 1882-0778

APEPC4

Volume

Frequency

163–164

12

Online ISSN 1538-3881

ANJOAA

Chiefexecutive editor
Hideki Hirayama, RIKEN, Japan

Editor-in-chief
Kouichi Ono, Kyoto University/Osaka University, Japan

Applied Physics Express (APEX) is a letters journal devoted solely to rapid
disseminationofup-to-dateandconcise reportsonnew findings inapplied
physics. The main focus of the Editorial Board is the high scientific and/or
technological impact of its publishedpapers.

Fields of interest include:
semiconductors,dielectrics andorganicmaterials
photonics,quantumelectronics,opticsandspectroscopy
spintronics,superconductivity andstronglycorrelatedmaterials
devicephysics includingquantuminformationprocessing
nanoscale science and technology
physics-basedcircuitsandsystems
crystalgrowth,surfaces, interfaces, thin filmsandbulkmaterials
plasmas, applied atomic and molecular physics, and applied nuclear
physics
deviceprocessing, fabricationandmeasurement technologies,and
instrumentation
cross-disciplinaryareassuchasbioelectronics/photonics, biosensing,
environmental/energy technologiesandMEMS

Onlinearchive
2008–2022availablewith journal subscription

Partner
The Japan Society ofApplied Physics

Journalmetrics
4DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decision before peer review

13DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decisionafter peer review

2.895
Impact factor

4.9 ELECTRONIC ONLY
Citescore

Editor-in-chief
Ethan Vishniac, Johns Hopkins University, USA

The AstronomicalJournal (AJ) is a peer-reviewed, monthlyjournal published
for the American Astronomical Society by IOP Publishing. It serves an
internationalcommunityofauthors, scientists andstudents through
itshigh-quality,rapidpublicationandaccessible communicationof a
broad range of astronomical research, extending from the solar system to
observationalcosmology.

AJarticlespresent significant scientific resultsderived fromobservations,
including descriptions of data capture, surveys, dynamical processes,
analysistechniquesandastrophysicalinterpretation,aswell as theoretical
models. This broad coverage, along with discussions of instrumentation
and associated software, make thejournal an essential resource for anyone
interested inastronomyandplanetarysciences research.

AJ actively seeks opportunities to enhance electronic presentations of
information. Features include the provision of tabular data underlying
figuresand thecompilationof relatedarticles intoelectronic special
issues.Highcitationrates,affordable subscriptionpricingandaworldwide
circulation base establish AJ as a premier journal in refereed publication of
astronomicalandastrophysical research fromthroughout theworld.

Onlinearchive
All archival content is freely available

Partner
AmericanAstronomicalSociety

Journalmetrics
6.263 OPEN ACCESS ELECTRONIC ONLY
Impact factor

CODEN

CODEN
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The AstrophysicalJournal
iopscience.org/apj

TheAstrophysicalJournal Letters
iopscience.org/apjl

Volume 924-941

Frequency 36

Online ISSN 1538-4357

ASJOAB

Volume 924-941

Frequency 36

Online ISSN 2041-8213

CODEN

AASEditor-in-chief
Ethan Vishniac, Johns Hopkins University, USA

Launched in 1895 by George E Hale and James E Keeler, TheAstrophysical
Journal (ApJ) is the foremost astronomical and astrophysical research
journal in the world. Published for the American Astronomical Society
by IOP Publishing, ApJ is devoted to disseminating original research on
recent developments, discoveries and theories not previously published in
astronomyandastrophysics.

This prestigious journal has been the first to report many of the classic
discoveries of the 20th century and has also presented much of the
important recent work on quasars, pulsars, neutron stars, black holes, solar
and stellar magnetic fields,X-rays and interstellar matter.

ApJ has a long history of publishing papers on data and instruments that
support astronomical observations and theory. These papers represent
essential research for anyone working in the fields of astronomy and
astrophysics.

Onlinearchive
All archival content is freely available

Partner
AmericanAstronomicalSociety

Journalmetrics
5.874 OPEN ACCESS ELECTRONIC ONLY
Impact factor

AASEditor-in-chief
Ethan Vishniac, Johns Hopkins University, USA

Letters editor
F Rasio, Northwestern University, USA

TheAstrophysicalJournal Letters (ApJL) is an express scientific journal that
allowsastrophysicists to rapidly publish short noticesof significant original
research. ApJL articles are timely, high-impact and broadly understandable

Onlinearchive
All archival content is freely available

Partner
AmericanAstronomicalSociety

Journalmetrics
7.413 OPEN ACCESS ELECTRONIC ONLY
Impact factor

CODEN AJLEEY
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The AstrophysicalJournal
Supplement Series

Biofabrication
iopscience.org/bf

iopscience.org/apjs

Volume 258-263

Frequency 12

Online ISSN 1538-4365

APJSA2

Volume 14

Frequency 4

Online ISSN 1758-5090

BIOFFN

AASEditor-in-chief
Ethan Vishniac, Johns Hopkins University, USA

The AstrophysicalJournal SupplementSeries (ApJS) publishes significant
articles containing extensive data or calculations. ApJS also supports
SpecialIssues,collectionsof thematically relatedpaperspublished
simultaneously in a single volume.

Onlinearchive
All archival content is freely available

Partner
AmericanAstronomicalSociety

Journalmetrics
8.136 OPEN ACCESS ELECTRONIC ONLY
Impact factor

Editor-in-chief
Wei Sun, Drexel University, USA, and Tsinghua University, China

Biofabrication (BF) is the first peer-reviewed journal to focus on research
and development of biomanufacturing processes, modelling and design.

BF publishes research on the use ofcells, proteins, biological materials and
biomaterialsasbuildingblockstomanufacturebiological systemsand/
or therapeutic products. It is the leading journal in bioprinting and a highly
respected resource for engineers, biologists and medical researchers all
over the world.

BF publishes articles covering a range of research topics from this
importantandrapidly developing field, including:
cell, tissue and organ printing, patterning and assembly
biofabricatedcell/biologicalmaterial integratedsystemsandmedical
devices
cell-ladenmicrofluidic devices
cell/tissue/organ-on-a-chip
novel3D tissuescaffold fabrication
modellingofthebiofabricationprocessesandbiofabricatedconstructs
protein/biomoleculesprinting,patterning andassembly
integratedbio-andmicro/nano-fabrication

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
2009–2010 available in the IOPJournalArchive

Partner
InternationalSociety forBiofabrication

Journalmetrics
8DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decision before peer review

55DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decisionafter peer review

9.954
Impact factor

13.9 ELECTRONIC ONLY
Citescore

CODENCODEN
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Bioinspiration & Biomimetics
iopscience.org/bb

Biomedical Materials
iopscience.org/bmm

Volume 17

Frequency 6

Online ISSN 1748-3190

BBIICI

Volume 17

Frequency 6

Online ISSN 1748-605X

BMBUCS

Editor-in-chief
Cecilia Laschi, National University of Singapore, Singapore

Bioinspiration & Biomimetics™ (BB) has two principal aims: to draw from
biology to enrich engineering and to draw from engineering to enrich
biology. The journal communicates research focusing on the principles
and functions found in biological systems that have been developed
through evolution, and application of this knowledge to produce novel and
exciting basic technologies as well as new approaches to solving scientific
problems.

BB provides a forum for interdisciplinary research fromacross the biological
and physical sciences, including:
bioinspired robotics
systems,designsandstructure
communicationandnavigation
cooperativebehaviour
self-organisingbiological systems
self-healingandself-assembly
aerial locomotionandaerospaceapplicationsofbiomimetics
biomorphicsurfaceandsubsurfacesystems
marine dynamics: swimming and underwater dynamics
biomechanics:movement, locomotionand fluidics
cellularbehaviour
sensors and senses
biomimeticorbioinformedapproaches togeological exploration

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
2006–2010 available in the IOPJournalArchive

Journalmetrics
5DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decision before peer review

41DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decisionafter peer review

2.956
Impact factor

6.3 ELECTRONIC ONLY
Citescore

Editor-in-chief
Jianwu Dai, Center for Regenerative Medicine and Institute of
Genetics and Developmental Biology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Biomedical Materials™ (BMM) publishes articles on advances in
biomaterials thatcontribute to theresearchcommunity’sknowledgeof the
composition,propertiesandperformanceofmaterials for all applications
relevant tohumanhealthcare.

With a diverse readership drawn from the biomedical and tissue
engineering,materialsandbiomaterials,biochemistry,pharmacology,and
medicinecommunities, this specialised journaldeliversa combinationof
Topical Reviews, Special Issue articles, Notes and Editorials covering a
diverse range of topics, including:
synthesis/characterisationof biomedicalmaterials
invitro/in vivoperformanceof biomedicalmaterials
nature-inspiredsynthesis andbiomineralisation
tissueengineering/regenerativemedicine applications
interactionofmolecules/cells withmaterials
effectsofbiomaterialsonstem-cell behaviour
growth factors/genes incorporated intobiomaterials
clinicalapplicationsof biomedicalmaterials for cell therapies indisease
nanomedicine,nanotoxicologyandnanopathology
pharmacokineticconsiderations indrugdeliverysystems
translational and regulatorymatters

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
2006–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive

Journalmetrics
8DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decision before peer review

52DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decisionafter peer review

3.715
Impact factor

5.7 ELECTRONIC ONLY
Citescore

CODENCODEN
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Biomedical Physics &
Engineering Express

Chinese Physics B
iopscience.org/cpb

iopscience.org/bpex

Volume 8

Frequency 6

Online ISSN 2057-1976

CODEN

Volume 31

Frequency 12

Online ISSN 2058-3834

Print ISSN 1674-1056

CPBHAJ

Editor-in-chief
Robert Jeraj, University ofWisconsin, USA

ExecutiveEditorial Board
• María-Ester Brandan, National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico
• Philip Langley, University of Hull, UK
• ThorstenWohland, National University of Singapore, Singapore

Biomedical Physics & Engineering Express™ (BPEX) is an inclusive,
international,multidisciplinaryjournaldevoted topublishingnew research
onanyapplicationofphysicsand/orengineering inmedicineand/or
biology. The journal covers three key independent, yet complementary
scientific areas at the intersection of physics, engineering, medicine and
biology. All areas of biomedical engineering, biophysics and medical
physics are covered, with a special emphasis on the interdisciplinary work
within these areas to help promote crossover research.
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Editor-in-chief
HJ Gao, ChineseAcademy ofSciences, China

Widely recognised as one of China’s top journals, Chinese Physics B
(CPB) continues to publish research papers in all areas of theoretical and
applied physics, with the exception of nuclear physics and the physics of
elementaryparticlesand fields, reflecting thehighquality andwidescope
of Chinese research.

The journal’s broad focus makes it an important source of current research
in physics, materials, mechanics and engineering.

CPB’s scope includes many areas of high-interest physics research:
condensedmatterandmaterialsphysics
atomic,molecular andoptical physics
statistical,nonlinear and soft-matter physics
plasmaphysics
interdisciplinaryphysics

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1992–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive
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Chinese Physical Society
Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
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Editor-in-chief
YF Wang, Institute of High-Energy Physics, ChineseAcademy of
Sciences, China

Chinese Physics C (CPC) was founded in 1977 and covers theory,
experimentsandapplicationsinthefieldsof particle physics, nuclear
physics,astrophysicsandcosmology.

The journal publishes the latest developments and achievements in the
theory, experimentandapplicationsof:
particlephysics
nuclear physics
particleandnuclearastrophysics
cosmology

The journal publishes original research papers, letters and reviews.The
letters section covers short reports on the latest important scientific
results, published as quickly as possible. Such breakthrough research
articles have very high priority for publication. High-quality research papers
and rapid communications published in CPC, such as the latest Atomic
Mass Evaluation, make it a key resource for researchers in high-energy and
nuclearphysics.

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
2008–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive

Editor-in-chief
Tao Xiang, Institute of Physics, ChineseAcademy ofSciences, China

Chinese Physics Letters (CPL) attracts a growing, international readership,
which strengthens the journal’s coverage of major advances
inall aspects of physics.

Letters are an increasingly important aspect of international research. CPL
fulfils this requirement as the flagship letter journal of the Chinese Physical
Society.

The journal publishes Express Letters, dedicated to the rapid publication
and dissemination of the latest novel and significant research from leading
Chinesephysicists.
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Editor-in-chief
Gabriela González, Louisiana State University, USA

As theworld’s leading gravitational physics journal,Classical and Quantum
Gravity™ (CQG) is widely read and well cited thanks to its focus on the
highest-quality research. CQG is a popular choice among physicists,
mathematiciansandcosmologists in the fieldsofgravitationand the theory
of space–time, and isvaluedbyboth theorists andexperimentalists.

CQG subscribers have access to high-quality papers onmanysubjects,
including:
classical general relativity
applications of relativity
experimentalgravitation,includinggravitationalwaves
cosmology and the early universe
quantumgravity
supergravity,superstringsandsupersymmetry
mathematicalphysics

In addition to regular research papers, CQG also publishesTopical Reviews
and solicits articles for Focus Issues on high-interest subjects, resulting in
an overview of the most interesting research in this field.The findings are
placed in the wider context of gravitational physics, a significant added
benefit for any reader. Additionally, CQGwelcomes a variety of other article
types including Letters, Comments, Brief Reviews and Notes.
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Chief editor
CPSun,GraduateSchool ofChinaAcademyof Engineering Physics
& BeijingComputational Science ResearchCenter, China

Communications in Theoretical Physics (CTP) reports new developments
in theoretical physics, including:
mathematical physics
quantumphysicsandquantuminformation
particlephysicsandquantum field theory
nuclear physics
gravitation theory,astrophysics andcosmology
atomic, molecular, optical and plasma physics, chemical physics
statisticalphysics,softmatter and biophysics
condensedmatter theory

Interdisciplinary areas such as biophysics, mathematical physics and
computational physics are also covered by CTP.

In addition to original research articles, letters, research notes and
rapid communications, CTP also publishes review articles. All article
submissions, peer review and production – from acceptance to
publication – are supported by the Institute ofTheoretical Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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Editors-in-chief
Robert Savinell, CaseWestern Reserve University, USA
Krishnan Rajeshwar, The University ofTexas at Arlington, USA

ECSAdvances isagoldopenaccess journal coveringall technical areas
supportedbyTheElectrochemicalSociety (ECS).

TheoverallscopeofECSAdvanceswill conform to the technical interest
areasestablishedbyECS:
batteries and energy storage
carbonnanostructuresanddevices
corrosionscienceand technology
dielectricscienceandmaterials
electrochemicalengineering
electrochemical/electrolessdeposition
electronicandphotonicdevicesandsystems
electronicmaterialsandprocessing
fuel cells, electrolyzers, and energy conversion
luminescence and display materials, devices, and processing
organicandbioelectrochemistry
physicalandanalytical electrochemistry, electrocatalysis,
andphotoelectrochemistry
sensors

ECSAdvanceswelcomessubmissionsof the following article types:
Research Articles
CommunicationArticles
Review Articles
CRES3T Articles
PerspectiveArticles

Partner
TheElectrochemical Society

Journal metrics
NEWLAUNCH OPEN ACCESS ELECTRONICONLY

Editor-in-chief
Krishnan Rajeshwar, University ofTexas at Arlington, USA

ECS Journal ofSolidStateScience andTechnology (JSS)was launched in
2012, and is published by IOP Publishing on behalf ofThe Electrochemical
Society. The journal publishes outstanding research covering fundamental
and applied areas ofsolid state science and technology, including
experimental and theoretical aspects of the chemistry and physics of
materialsanddevices.

JSS has five topical interest areas:
carbonnanostructuresanddevices
dielectricscienceandmaterials
electronicmaterialsandprocessing
electronic and photonic devices and systems
luminescence and display materials, devices and processing

Onlinearchive
While a subscription is current, a subscribing institution will have access to
all of the available backfile as well as content from the current subscription
year
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Editor-in-chief
Ajit Khosla, Yamagata University, Japan

ECSSensors Plus is a gold open accessjournal covering awide range of
fundamentalandappliedaspectsof varioussensors.

ECS SensorsPlus has the following topical interest areas:
•3D/4Dprintedsensors, sensorsystemsandactuators
•affinitysensors –nucleic acids, antibodies, oher
•AI-enabledsensors
• bio/health andpoint-of-care sensors
•biocatalytic sensors –enzymes, biomolecule-basedcatalytic
conversion,other

•cell sensors and imaging
• energy harvesting and storage for sensors
• integratedsensor systems
•intelligent sensors for smart cities and remote communities
•microfluidic devices
•micro-nanosensor systems
•novel sensingmaterials
• novel sensing mechanisms – CRISPR, gene circuits, other
• novel sensor fabrication techniques
•point-of-need sensors
•poweranddata transmission for sensors
•quantumsensors

ECS SensorsPluswelcomessubmissions of the following article types:
•ResearchArticles
•CommunicationArticles
•ReviewArticles
• CRES3TArticles
•PerspectiveArticles

Editors-in-chief
Risto Nieminen, Aalto University, Finland
Bert de Jong, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA

Electronic Structure™ (EST) is a multidisciplinary journal covering all
theoreticalandexperimentalaspectsof electronic structure research,
including the development of new methods. EST is the first journal
dedicated toserving theentireelectronicstructure community, spanning
materials science, physics, chemistry and biology. EST publishes papers
using any theoretical or experimental techniques to study any aspect of
electronic structure.

As well as original research papers, ESToffers authoritative topical reviews,
invited focus collections and technical notes. Technical notes must
demonstrateanewcomputationalorexperimentalmethodology,
oran improvement toexistingmethods,withproofof application.
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Engineering Research Express
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Climate
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Editor-in-chief
Jingyan Dong, North Carolina State University, USA

Engineering Research Express™ (ERX) is a broad, multidisciplinary
journal devoted to publishing new experimental and theoretical research
covering topics extending across all areas of engineering science including
interdisciplinary fields. The journal is committed to fast review and operates
atransparenteditorial selectionand feedbackprocess focusedonthe
scientific rigour of the work, rather than its perceived impact or novelty. The
journalischaracterizedbyarticle-length flexibility anda fast-trackpeer-
reviewprocess.

Topicsof particular interest include:
electrical engineering–includingcontrol engineering, quantum
engineering, electronic engineering, optical engineering, power
engineering, roboticsandsemiconductorengineering
mechanical engineering – including aeronautical engineering,
automotive engineering, materials engineering and vacuum engineering
civil engineering – including environmental engineering, hydraulic
engineering, ocean and geographical engineering, and structural
engineering
chemical engineering – including bioengineering, food science, chemical
synthesisand refining, andmicrofabrication

Onlinearchive
2019–2021 freely available at iopscience.org/erx

Journalmetrics
ELECTRONICONLY

Editor-in-chief
Noah Diffenbaugh, Stanford University, USA

Environmental Research: Climate™ (ERCL) is a multidisciplinary, open
access journal devoted to addressing important challenges concerning
the physical science and assessment of climate systems and global
changeinaway that bridgesefforts relating to impact/future risks,
resilience,mitigation, adaptation, security andsolutions in thebroadest
sense. All research methodologies are encouraged, comprehensively
coveringqualitative, quantitative, experimental, theoretical andapplied
approaches.

Particular topicsof interest include (but arenot limited to):
physical and biogeochemical processes relating to all climate systems
computationandmodellingofdynamicclimatesystems
impact assessments of climate and global change relating to health,
energy, biodiversity, infrastructure, natural resources, ecosystems,
agriculture, land,oceans, theatmosphereand food
natural hazards and disasters relating to climate and global change
climateandglobal change relating toeconomic, social andpolitical
systems
climate and global change relating to resource management,
infrastructureandsustainabledevelopment
climate and global change relating to resilience and security
mitigationandadaptationinrelation to climateandglobal change
development of monitoring tools for climate systems
engineering and technological solutions for climate change
big data and AI relating to climate change

Journalmetrics
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Environmental Research
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Environmental Research:
Ecology
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Volume 4
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Online ISSN 2515-7620

ERCNCC

Volume 1
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ERENCM

Executive Editorial Board
Qingyun Duan, Hohai University, China
Weijun Gao, Kitakyushu University, Japan
Pavel Groisman, North Carolina State University, USA
Rosamond Naylor, Stanford University, USA
Paul Palmer, University of Edinburgh, UK
G ArturoSanchez-Azofeifa, University ofAlberta,Canada
WilfriedWiniwarter,InternationalInstitute forAppliedSystems
Analysis,Austria

EnvironmentalResearchCommunications™(ERC) is anopenaccess
journal for the publication of high-quality research in all areas of
environmental science.

Thejournaldoesnotmakea subjective assessment on the potential
future significance of a paper. Instead, it provides a rapid platform for
communicatingresearch thatmeetshighstandards of scientific rigour and
contributes to thedevelopmentofour knowledge of the environment.

Allenvironment-related research is in scope, including interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinarystudies.All typesof results can be published, provided
theycontribute to advancing knowledge in their field, including incremental
studies, negative results, null results, case studies, local research and
replication studies.

The journal is fully open access andall articles are published under a
CCBY4.0 licence, permitting thewidest possible dissemination and reuse
ofan author’s research.

Online archive
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Editor-in-chief
Scott Goetz, Northern Arizona University, USA

Environmental Research: Ecology™ (ERE) is a multidisciplinary, open
access journal devoted to addressing important global challenges at the
interface of environmental science, large scale ecology, biodiversity and
conservation in a way that bridges scientific progress and assessment
withefforts relating to impacts of global change, resilience,mitigation
andadaptation in thebroadest sense.

A specific goal of thejournal is to provide a forum to promote dialogue
betweenenvironmental scientists,ecologists, resourcemanagers
and policy makers. All research methodologies are encouraged,
comprehensivelycoveringqualitative,quantitative, experimental,
theoretical andapplied approaches to the field.

Particular topicsof interest include (but arenot limited to):
applied ecology and the management of biological resources (including
wildlifeandhabitatmanagement, landuseandmanagement, aquatic
resources,restorationecology)
theoreticalecologyandmodelling
biodiversityandspeciesabundance
conservation (includingplanningand riskassessment)
animalecology
microbialecology
evolutionecology
chemicalandmolecularecology
marine ecology
behaviouralecology
remote sensing and ecology
ecosystems and biospheres as complex adaptive systems
toolsandcomputationalmethods tostudyecological systems
(includingai, informatics andbigdata)
ecologyandsociety
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ERISAL

Editor-in-chief
Michelle Bell, Yale University, USA

Environmental Research: Health™ (ERH) is a multidisciplinary, open access
journal devoted toaddressing importantglobal challengesat the interface
of the environment and public health in a way that bridges scientific
progressandassessmentwith efforts relating to impact/future risks,
resilience,mitigation, adaptation, security and solutions in thebroadest
sense. All research methodologies are encouraged, comprehensively
coveringqualitative, quantitative, experimental, theoretical andapplied
approaches.

Particular topicsof interest include (but arenot limited to):
•Physical,chemical andenvironmental factors directly associated
withpublic health

• environmental epidemiology
•environmentalchemistry,microbiologyand toxicology
• environmental andoccupational health
•health and thenatural environment (e.g., greenspace, vegetation,
urban parks)

•health and thebuilt environment
•climate changeandhealth
• infectiousdiseaseprevention andcontrol
•computation andmodellingof infectiousdiseases;
• food safety andcontrol
•water quality anddisease
•air quality and disease
•hazardousmaterialsand toxicsubstancesmanagement;
•public health infrastructure
•publichealth impact assessment, systemsmanagement,mitigation
andadaptation

• toolsandmethods toassess thehealth impactsofenvironmental
conditions, such as air, water and soil quality and pollution

• emerging areas that examine the relationship between the environment
andpublichealth

Editor-in-chief
Arpad Horvath, University of California, Berkeley, USA

Environmental Research: Infrastructure and Sustainability™ (ERIS) is a
multidisciplinary,openaccess journal that addresses important challenges
relevant to infrastructure, sustainability and resilience in their broadest
sense. Encompassing environmental, economic and social factors, all
researchmethodologiesareencouraged,coveringqualitative,quantitative,
experimental,theoretical andappliedapproaches to the field.

Bringing together communities extending across environmental research,
engineering, the social sciences and humanities as well as policy
influencers (within academia, government, industry and the civic sphere)
the journal covers infrastructure from broad and inclusive perspectives at
global, regional, national and local scales, including current and emerging
issues to wherever humanity’s influence extends, from single products to
networkedsystems.
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Editor-in-chief
D MKammen, University ofCalifornia, Berkeley, USA

Environmental Research Letters™ (ERL) is published under the gold open
access model and offers authors the option to publish raw data alongside
their articles as supplementary data, providing free access to this data for
all researchers.

ERL is the meeting place for the research and policy communities
concerned with environmental change and management. The journal
covers all of environmental science; its coherent and integrated approach
includes research letters, review articles, perspectives and editorials. ERL
communicatesnewresultsand findings thatmerit rapidpublication.The
journal’scoveragereflectsthe interdisciplinary nature of environmental
science and the wide range of contributions to the development of
methods,tools andevaluation strategies relevant to the field.

ERL’s diverse scope ranges from physical and natural sciences to
economics, political, sociological and legal studies, including:
biodiversityandconservation
biogeochemicalcycles
climate
energy
environmentalhealth, riskassessment, pollution
natural resources, ecosystem services, water, food
sustainability,green technology

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
Gonzalo Muga,UPV/EHU, Spain

EPL (formerlyEurophysics Letters) has been in constant publication since
its creation in 1986 from the merger ofJournal de Physique Lettreswith
Lettere al Nuovo Cimento.

A Lettersjournal servingall areas of physics and its related fields, EPL
publishes the highest quality research from around the world, and provides
authors with fast, fair and constructive peer review thanks to an Editorial
Board of active scientists, who are experts in their respective fields.

Over 24 online issues per year, EPL publications are focused on novel,
scientifically significant, developing areas of science. This is exemplified by
the journal’s series of Focus Issues, which have included Self-assemblies
of Inorganic and Organic Nanomaterials, Evolutionary Modeling and
Experimental Evolution, and Quantum Engineering.

EPL enjoys the benefits of international partnership. It is co-managed by
scientistsfor the international scientific community, andpublishedunder
the scientific policy and control of the European Physical Society by EDP
Sciences, IOP Publishing and Società Italiana di Fisica for a partnership of
17 European physical societies (the EPLAssociation).
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Editor-in-chief
M epic ,̌University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

With a worldwide readership and authors from every continent, European
Journal ofPhysics (EJP) is a truly international journal dedicated to
maintaining and improving the standard of taught physics in universities
andotherhighereducation institutes.

Examples of the wide-ranging EJP content include; original physics
education research and examples of how this research can inform the
teaching and learning of physics at university level; original insights into
the derivation of results; descriptions of novel laboratory exercises;
descriptionsofsuccessfulandoriginal student projects (whether
experimental, theoretical orcomputational); reviewsofcontemporary
physics at a level accessible to physics students and teachers.

EJP is a place for teachers, instructors and professors to share their
experiences and views on teaching physics at university level. It is an
essential point of reference for anyone involved in physics education,
including teacher trainers in physics, engineering and education
departments. It produces resources for colleges and universities,
companies with an education programme, government-funded bodies and
government-fundingdepartments.

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
Tricia Breen Carmichael, University of Windsor, Canada

Launched in 2015,Flexible and Printed Electronics™ (FPE) is a
multidisciplinaryjournaldevotedtopublishing cutting-edge research
acrossallaspectsof printed, plastic, flexible, stretchableandconformable
electronics.

Uniquely bridging fundamental science and novel applications, the
scope and characteristics of FPE have been shaped to meet the demands
of researchers based in both academia and industry, working across
this rapidly developing field. The journal’s aim is to serve as a unique
international forum thatbrings togetherboth fundamental scienceand
noveltechnologicalapplicationstoadvanceprogress in the field.

FPE publishes timely research articles of the highest scientific quality, on
the followingsubjects:

materials and devices for stretchable electronics and conformal
biointerfaces
printed materials, ink formulations and rheology and printing systems
device physics, device mechanics and engineering
circuit andsystemdesign
advanced fabricationmethodsandmetrology
printingofbiologicalsystems interfaced toelectronic devices
mechanical, thermal andelectronicmodellingof flexible hybrid
electronic systemsandcomponents
applicationsincludingdisplays, lighting, sensors andactuators,
bioelectronics,medical electronics, photovoltaics, energy harvesting
and storage, RFelectronics, smart packaging and IoT devices/systems
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Editor-in-chief
Yasuhide Fukumoto, Kyushu University, Japan

Fluid Dynamics Research (FDR) is an international journal covering all areas
offluiddynamics,including: aerodynamics, nanofluids, fluidmotionor
modelling, turbulence, waves, rogue waves, vortices, bifurcation, bubbles,
gas– liquid boundaries and computational fluid dynamics.FDR’s scope
includestheoretical,numerical andexperimental studies that contribute
tothefundamentalunderstandingand/or applicationof fluid phenomena.
The journal’s broad coverage features invited reviews and original papers
ontopicalsubjectsby leading researchers in this interdisciplinary field.
Each year, FDR’s Editorial Board selects an outstanding article published
in the previous year to be awarded the FDR Prize. This article must contain
rigorous scientific work, be highly novel, exhibit a significant advancement
to the field and, above all, be an extremely interesting read. FDR is
published on behalf ofThe Japan Society of Fluid Mechanics.

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
Woong-Ryeol Yu, Seoul National University, Korea

Functional Composites and Structures (FCS) is an international journal
co-owned by the Korean Society for Composite Materials (KSCM) and
IOP Publishing.

Functional composites and structures are essential to the creation of next-
generationtechnologiesandcultures in the fourth industrial revolution.
Advances in this areawill promote humanwelfare by overcoming global
energy and environmental crises and climate change. In addition, new
knowledgeinthisfieldwill facilitate innovativeadvancements in living
necessities,mobiledevices,sportinggoods, transportation (land,marine
and aerospace), energy and environmental applications, andwill aid in the
creationofavariety of newcompetitive industries.

This journal supports the development of these important fields and
provides authors with a home for the functional aspects of composite
materialsresearch.
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Dongming Guo, Dalian University ofTechnology, China
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The International Journal ofExtremeManufacturing is amultidisciplinary
journal uniquely covering the areas related to extreme manufacturing.
Extrememanufacturing isspecificallymanifested inmanufacturingwith
extremely high-energy density, ultrahigh precision, extremely small spatial
and temporal scales, extremely intensive fields, and giant systemswith
extremecomplexityandnumberof factors.

The journal is devoted to publishing original research of the highest quality
and impact in the area, ranging from fundamentals to process, metrology,
conditions, environments and system integration. Topics of interest include
(butare not limited to):
material interactionswithenergybeamsand fields
approachesand theoriesofprocessing
metrologyandcharacterization
equipmentandsystems
extremeconditions

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
O Scherzer, University ofVienna,Austria

Inverse Problems™ (IP) is an interdisciplinary journal that combines
mathematical and experimental papers on inverse problems with
numerical and practical approaches to their solution. IP is a key resource
formathematicians,physicists, engineersandscientistsworking in:
geophysics
radar
optics
biology
acoustics
communication theory
signalprocessing
medical imaging
inverse-scatteringtechniques
object identification

All papers published in IP meet the highest standards of scientific quality,
containsignificantandoriginal newscience, andpresent substantial
advancement in the field. IP ensures that all authors provide sufficient
introductorymaterial to appeal to its broad readershipand that articles
thatarenot explicitly applied includeadiscussionof possibleapplications.

IP also publishes review articles on topical areas of high importance and
thematic Special Issues that focus on research in key and emerging areas.
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Izvestiya: Mathematics
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Online ISSN 2633-1357
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Executive Editorial Board
Dattatray Late, CSIR National Chemical Laboratory, India
James Chow, University ofToronto, Canada
Kim Jelfs, Imperial College London, UK
Piero Nicolini, Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Germany
Rebecca Peer, Canterbury University, NewZealand
Rolf Mueller, Virginia Tech, USA
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IOPSciNotes™is amultidisciplinary, openaccess journal that provides a
peer-reviewed forum for researchers to publish individual units of scientific
material collected during the research process.

Articles in IOPSciNotesare characterised by length and format and
the journal welcomes the following study types inNote form:
preliminary results
pilot studies
negativeor reproduced resultsand/orobservations
descriptions of a new method or protocol
descriptions of new data or code that enable others to use and
understandthem(with citation to the full dataset located inan
open repository)
registered methodological reports (describing a new method prior
toconducting the researchandcollectingdata)

Thesubjectscopeof the journal includes the following broadareas: physics,
materials,bioscience andmedical physics, environment andenergy,
chemistry,engineering, mathematics and computation.

Onlinearchive
2020–2021 freely available to all at iopscience.org/iopsn

Journal metrics
OPENACCESS

Editor-in-chief
V V Kozlov, VASteklov Mathematical Institute, RussianAcademy
of Sciences, Russia

Deputyeditors
A GSergeev,VASteklov Mathematical Institute, RussianAcademy
of Sciences, Russia
D OOrlov,VASteklov Mathematical Institute, RussianAcademy of
Sciences, Russia

Izvestiya: Mathematics (IM) is the English edition of the Russian bimonthly
journal Izvestiya RossiiskoiAkademii Nauk, Seriya Matematicheskaya,
which was founded in 1937.

The journal publishes only original research papers containing full results.
Whilst the coverage spans all fields of mathematics, special attention
is given to general algebra, mathematical logic, mathematical analysis,
geometry, topologyanddifferential equations.

The original Russian version is reproduced in English in less than three
weeks, allowing researchers to access the latest research promptly.

Onlinearchive
1967–2021available freewith journal subscription
1967–2007 available inTurpion’s Historic Archive:Turpion offers the
option to acquire perpetual rights ofTurpion journals content for a one-
time purchase. Since 2008, electronic access back to the first English
translation volume has been hosted by IOP Publishing at
iopscience.org/im

Partners
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• Russian Academy of Sciences
•LondonMathematicalSociety
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Chiefexecutive editor
Hideki Hirayama, RIKEN, Japan

Editor-in-chief
Kouichi Ono, Kyoto University/Osaka University, Japan

The JapaneseJournal ofAppliedPhysics (JJAP) is an international journal
published by IOP Publishing on behalf of The Japan Society of Applied
Physics for the advancement and dissemination of knowledge in all fields of
appliedphysics.

The journal publishes articles dealingwith the applications of physical
principles, as well as articles concerning the understanding of physics that
haveparticularapplications inmind.Articles in interdisciplinary areaswith
potentialtechnologicalimplicationsare strongly encouraged.

JJAP includes Regular Papers, Rapid Communications, Brief Notes and
Review Papers. In addition, several Special Issues are published each year.
Thesecontain researcharticlespresentedat international conferences that
have been peer-reviewed in accordancewith the usual JJAP criteria.

There is also a special section, “SelectedTopics in Applied Physics”, which
highlightsspecifictopicsandfeaturesrapidlydevelopingcurrent trends in
theseareas.

Onlinearchive
1962–2021availablewith journal subscription

Partner
The Japan Society ofApplied Physics
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Editor-in-chief
JoachimDPleil, University ofNorthCarolina,USA

Associate editors
Jonathan Beauchamp, Fraunhofer IVV, Germany
Cristina Davis, University of California, Davis, USA
Raed Dweik, Cleveland Clinic, USA
Fabio Di Francesco, Pisa University, Italy

Journal of BreathResearch™(JBR) is dedicated to all aspects of scientific
breath research. The traditional focus is on analysis of volatile compounds
andaerosols inexhaled breath for the investigation of exogenous
exposures,metabolism,toxicology,health status and the diagnosis of
diseaseandbreathodours. The journal alsowelcomesother breath-related
topics.

Typicalareasof interest include:
biglaboratoryinstrumentation for breath research
engineering solutions: developing new breath sampling technologies
human and animal in vivo studies: decoding the “breath exposome”
cellular respiration
breath-basedclinical,pharmacological and forensic applications
mathematical, statistical andgraphical data interpretation

JBRis theofficial journal of the International Association for Breath
Research(IABR).

Online archive
2011–2021 available free with journal subscription
2007–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive
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Scientific directors
• Viatcheslav Mukhanov, Arnold Sommerfeld Center forTheoretical
Physics, Germany

• Licia Verde, Institute of Cosmos Sciences, University of Barcelona, Spain

Journal ofCosmology andAstroparticle Physics (JCAP) is an electronic-
only journal jointly owned and published by the International School for
Advanced Studies (SISSA) and IOP Publishing. Highly cited, JCAP covers
all aspects of cosmology and particle astrophysics, and encompasses
theoretical,observationalandexperimental areasaswellascomputation
andsimulation.

JCAP covers all aspects of cosmology and particle astrophysics including:
•CMBR
•cosmic rays
•darkmatter
•magnetic fieldsandplasma
• neutrinos
•particles and cosmology
• galaxies
• large-scale structureof theuniverse

JCAP has an access-and-usage policy based on affordable and reasonable
pricingfor bothauthors and libraries.

Onlinearchive
2010–2021available freewith journal subscription
2003–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive

Partner
International School for Advanced Studies (SISSA)

Journalmetrics
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Scientific director
Marzio Nessi, CERN, Switzerland

JournalofInstrumentation(JINST) is amultidisciplinary, electronic-only
journal, created jointly by the International School for Advanced Studies
(SISSA) and IOP Publishing.

JINST specialises in papers related to concepts and instrumentation in:
• radiation-detector physics
• accelerator science
•associatedexperimentalmethodsand techniques, theory,modellingand
simulations

JINST provides regularTechnical Reports on innovative achievements
related to topics covered in the journal’s scope. The emphasis is not
necessarily on novelty or on scientific value, but rather on relevance to the
community.

JINST is of particular interest to scientists focusing on physics
instrumentation–especiallyexperimentalphysics researchgroups.

The Advisory and Editorial Boards – composed of distinguished scientists
inthe field – jointlyestablish the journal’s scientific policy andensure the
scientificquality of accepted papers.

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
Weileun Fang, National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan

A leading journal in its field,Journal ofMicromechanicsand
Microengineering™ (JMM) covers all aspects of nano- and
microelectromechanical systems,devicesandstructuresaswellasnano/
micromechanics,nano/microengineeringandnano/microfabrication.

JMM focuses on original work or topical reviews on nano- and
micro mechanical systems, nano- and micro electomechanical systems,
nano- and micro electrical and mechatronic systems, nano- and
micro engineering and nano- and micro scale science.

The journal’s scope includes original work in microengineering and
nanoengineering, spanning the physical, chemical, electrical and biological
realms, as well as new fabrication and integration techniques.

Onlinearchive
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1991–2010 available in the IOPJournalArchive
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Editor-in-chief
Dominique M Durand, Case Western Reserve University, USA

Researchers working in biomedical engineering, neuroscience,
neurobiology and neurology will find this journal an essential point of
reference. The scope ofJournal ofNeural Engineering™ (JNE) encompasses
experimental, computational, theoretical, clinical andappliedaspects of
topics such as:
brain–machine (computer) interfaces
neuromodulation
neural prostheses
neuroimaging
neuro-rehabilitation
opticalneural engineering
neural tissueregeneration
neural signalprocessing

As part of IOP Publishing’s commitment to ensure that publishing in our
journals is as easy as possible, JNE uploads final, accepted manuscripts
for NIH-funded papers to PubMed Central automatically, unless an author
requestsotherwise.
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Editor-in-chief
Andrew Forbes, University of theWitwatersrand, South Africa

Journal ofOptics™ (JOPT) publishes work of relevance to the optics
community, including experimental and theoretical research on all aspects
of modern and classical optics. JOPT publishes research in 10 sections:
nanophotonicsandplasmonics
metamaterialsandstructuredphotonicmaterials
quantumphotonics
biophotonics
light–matter interactions
nonlinearandultrafast optics
propagation,diffraction and scattering
informationandcommunicationoptics
integratedphotonics
photovoltaicsandenergyharvesting

Besides regular papers, JOPT publishes a select number of special issues
and avariety of other article types. Letters give the community prompt
access to particularly timely and significant research.Topical Reviews,
commissioned by the Editorial Board, present a snapshot of recent
progress in a particular field, and Roadmaps an outlook on current and
future challenges and emerging technologies in high-interest areas of
optics. All JOPT articles can also be read as enhanced-article HTML –
perfect for researchersusing tabletsor smartphones.

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
2010 available in the IOPJournalArchive
2003–2009 under the previous name ofJournal ofOpticsA: Pure and
AppliedOptics
1970–2009 available in the IOPJournalArchive (under previous names)
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Editor-in-chief
J A Minahan, Uppsala University, Sweden

Journal ofPhysicsA: Mathematical and Theoretical™ (JPhysA) is a key
resource for thosewho are interested in the mathematical structures that
describe fundamental processesof thephysicalworld,and theanalytical,
computationalandnumericalmethods forexploring thesestructures.
Researchers can access a mix of regular papers, reviews, comments and
special issues across six key research areas:
statisticalphysics:nonequilibriumsystems, computationalmethodsand
modernequilibrium theory
mathematical physics
quantummechanicsandquantuminformation theory
field theory andstring theory
nonlinear physics and waves
biologicalmodelling

JPhysA rapidly delivers high-quality, significant and original contributions in
the arenas of mathematical and theoretical physics to a diverse readership
Outstanding short papers are made available quickly to the research
community via the journal’s Letters programme. Special issues and topical
reviews provide essential and timely overviews of high-interest topics.

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
Marc Vrakking, Max Born Institute for Nonlinear Optics and Short Pulse
Spectroscopy, Germany

Journal ofPhysics B:Atomic, Molecular and Optical Physics™ (JPhysB)
publishessignificantandhigh-quality research inatomic,molecular and
opticalphysics, in the followingsections:
atomicstructure,propertiesanddynamics
molecular, chemical and cluster physics
atomicandmolecular collisions
coldmatter
optical and laserphysics
quantum technologies
ultrafast, high-field and X-ray physics
astrophysicsandplasmaphysics

In addition to original research papers, Topical Reviews and Special Issues,
JPhysB offers readers a variety of article types:
Letters:outstanding,concisearticles, reporting important, newand
timelydevelopments
Roadmaps: collegial articles providing an outlook on future challenges
and emerging technologies in high-interest areas of atomic, molecular
andoptical physics
Tutorials: based on PhD theses or lecture series, these articles introduce
newcomers to rapidly developing fieldswhere textbooks are unavailable
Viewpoints:short commissionededitorials commentingonhigh-interest
articlespublished in the journal

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1968–2010 available in the IOPJournalArchive
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Mediansubmission to first
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Senior advisorypanel
Sarbajit Banerjee, Texas A&M University, USA
Sudesh Kumar Dhar,Tata Institute for Fundamental Research, India
Ting Gao, Hebei Normal University, China
Eugénie Hunsicker, Loughborough University, UK
Kuijuan Jin, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
Wu-Ming Liu, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
Chang Hee Nam, IBSCenter for Relativistic LaserScience, Gwangju
Institute ofTechnology, Korea

JournalofPhysicsCommunications™(JPCO) is anopenaccess journal
covering all branches of physics and related fields. The journal is committed
to fast reviewandpublication of high-quality science in all areas of physics,
including interdisciplinary fields, and operates a transparent editorial
selectionand feedback process focused on scientific validity and rigour.

JPCObuildson the strengthandprestigeof the Journal of Physicsseries.
Thejournaldoesnotmakeasubjective assessment on the potential
future significance of a paper, instead providing a rapid platform for
communicatingresearch thatmeetshigh standards of scientific rigour and
contributes to thedevelopment of knowledge in physics.

Allphysics-related research is in scope, including interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary studies.All typesof results can be published, provided
theycontribute toadvancingknowledge in their field, including negative
results,null results and replication studies.
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Editor-in-chief
GianfrancoPacchioni,UniversitádegliStudidiMilano-Bicocca, Italy

Journal ofPhysics: Condensed Matter™ (JPCM), offers readers the latest
research across all areas of condensed matter physics, including soft
matter,nanoscience,chemicalphysicsandbiophysics.

Reportingexperimental, theoreticalandsimulationstudies, readerscan
also access JPCM’s authoritative Topical Review programme, Letters and
Special Issues in the areas of:
surfacesand interfaces
softmatter, biophysicsand liquids
physics of chemical processes
nanostructuresandnanoelectronics
structure,dynamicsandphase transitions
electronicstructure
correlatedelectronssystems
physicsofmaterials
magnetism
computationalandexperimentalmethods

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1968–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive (under previousjournal
names)
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Editor-in-chief
Huiyun Liu, University College London, UK

Receiving more than 1 million downloads every year, Journal ofPhysics D:
Applied Physics™ (JPhysD) reports cutting-edge multidisciplinary research
across all areas of applied physics and the transition of those findings into
new and innovative technologies. Researchers can access a mix of regular
Papers, Topical Reviews, Letters and Special Issues across six key research
areas:
appliedmagnetism
semiconductorsandphotonics
low-temperatureplasmas
condensedmatter
appliedbiophysics
energy

The journal offers even more high-quality research, reviews andSpecial
Issues and our highly popular Roadmaps that provide broad overviews
of fields and emerging topics. JPhysD is recommended as a key resource
for researchers working in physics, chemistry, materials, engineering and
biophysics.
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Editor-in-chief
Jacek Dobaczewski, University ofYork, UK, and University ofWarsaw,
Poland

Journal ofPhysics G: Nuclear and Particle Physics™ (JPhysG) publishes
theoreticalandexperimentalarticlescovering nuclear physics, particle
physics and nuclear/particle astrophysics, as well as the many areas where
these subjects overlap.The journal publishes original, high-quality research
articleson:
theoretical andexperimental topics in thephysicsofelementary
particles and fields
intermediate-energy physics and nuclear physics
experimental and theoretical research inparticle, neutrinoandnuclear
astrophysics
research arising from all interface areas among these fields

In order to react to new developments and to highlight key
accomplishments, new results and directions, JPhysG also presents
research in a variety of flexible formats including:
Topical Reviews that present specially commissioned review articles
on areas of current interest
Lettersthatenablepromptpublicationof high-profile research
Focus Issues addressing a specific topic of interest that highlight the
state of the art and promote new developments in the field, acting as
a hub for the community

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1975–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive
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Editor-in-chief
R Wakeford,The University ofManchester, UK

As the official journal ofThe Society for Radiological Protection,Journal of
Radiological Protection (JRP) is an essential and comprehensive title for all
those involvedwith radiological protection in themedical, nuclearpower
andenvironmental industries.

The journal publishes primary research articles – aswell asTopical Reviews,
Practical Matter articles, Opinions, Memoranda and Letters to the Editor –
across awide range of topics, including:
dosimetry
instrumentdevelopment
specialisedmeasuring techniques
epidemiology
biological effects (in vivo and in vitro)
riskandenvironmental-impactassessments

JRP is recommended reading for anyone involvedwith radiological
protection, whether researching in academia, working in hospitals or in
nuclear power, or monitoring environmental levels of radioactive materials.
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Editor-in-chief
SS Li, Institute ofSemiconductors, ChineseAcademy ofSciences,China

JournalofSemiconductors (JOS)publishesarticles thatemphasise
semiconductorphysics,materials,devices, circuitsand related technology.
It reports on the following topics:
semiconductorsuperlatticeandmicrostructurephysics
semiconductormaterial physics
growthandcharacterisationofnovel semiconductormaterials including
quantumdotsandquantumwires
semiconductordevicephysics
novel semiconductor devices
CAD design and fabrication of integrated circuits
novel technology for semiconductor devices
semiconductoroptoelectronicdevicesand integration
semiconductorfilmgrowth, characterisation andapplication

Asan interdisciplinary title basedonbothphysicsand informationscience,
JOS is a key resource for anyonewith an interest in physics, electronics and
engineering.

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
2009–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive

Partners
ChineseInstituteofElectronics
Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of Sciences

Journalmetrics
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Chief director
Mark Mézard, École normale supérieure, France

Scientific directorate
•W Bialek, Princeton University, USA
• E Fradkin, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
•MMarsili, InternationalCentre forTheoreticalPhysics, Italy
• D Mukamel,Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel
•GMussardo, InternationalSchool forAdvancedStudies, Italy
• RZecchina, Bocconi University, Italy

Journal ofStatistical Mechanics: Theory and Experiment (JSTAT) is
published in partnership with the International School for Advanced Studies
(SISSA).

The journal’s scope covers topics that correspond to the following
keyword sections:
•quantumstatistical physics, condensedmatter, integrable systems
• classical statisticalmechanics, equilibriumandnon-equilibrium
•disordered systems, classical andquantum
• interdisciplinary statisticalmechanics
• biologicalmodelling and information
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Editor-in-chief
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The Journal ofThe Electrochemical Society (JES)was launched in 1902 as
the society’s flagship journal, and is published by IOP Publishing on behalf
of The Electrochemical Society. The journal publishes outstanding research
covering fundamental andappliedareasofelectrochemistry, including
experimental and theoretical aspectsofelectrodes, interfacesanddevices

JES has eight topical interest areas:
batteries and energy storage
corrosionscienceand technology
electrochemical/electrolessdeposition
electrochemicalengineering
fuel cells, electrolyzers and energy conversion
organicandbioelectrochemistry
physicalandanalyticalelectrochemistry, electrocatalysis and
photoelectrochemistry
sensors

Onlinearchive
While a subscription is current, a subscribing institution will have access to
all of the available backfiles (for JES, from 1930) as well as content from the
current subscriptionyear

Partner
The Electrochemical Society

Journalmetrics
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Editor-in-chief
Ginestra Bianconi, Queen Mary University of London, UK

JPhys Complexity™ (JPCOMPLEX) showcases the most significant
andexcitingscientific developments inphysics-related theoretical,
experimental andapplied research thatcontributes toadvancingour
scientific understanding of complex systems and networks. As an
interdisciplinary journal, JPhys Complexitywelcomes submissions from all
disciplines, includingphysics, biology, chemistry, environmental science,
socialsciences,economicsandrelated fields, andaims to facilitate the
flow of knowledge between and beyond these communities, ensuring
authorsgainmaximum impact andvisibility for theirwork.

All research related to complex systems and networks is in scope, including
interdisciplinaryandmultidisciplinarystudies.Coverage includes, but is not
limitedto, the following:
artificial intelligenceandmachine learning
biologicalandphysical systems
cityandregional planning
climatechangeandsustainability
cognitive, languageand informationalnetworks
computationalassemblyscienceandengineering
economicand financial systems
human behaviour, social-evolutionary dynamics
online social networks and the internet
quantumnetworks
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JPhys Energy™ (JPENERGY) is an innovative open access journal for
high-quality research inall areaswherephysical sciencesare applied
inthe field of energy.The journal showcases themost significant and
excitingdevelopments inenergy research,with aparticular focus on
interdisciplinary andmultidisciplinary studies.

Allenergy-relatedresearchis in scope; subjects covered include, but are
not restricted to:
batteriesandsupercapacitors
biodieselsandbiofuels
biomassandbiorefineries
carboncaptureandstorage
climatechange
electrocatalysisandphotocatalysis
energy grids and networks
energy harvesting devices
fuel cells
hydrogen generation and storage
life-cycleassessment
materialsforenergyapplications
nuclear power
solar-energyconversionandphotovoltaics
sources and technologies: renewables and fossil fuels
water splitting andartificial photosynthesis

Online archive
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Editor-in-chief
Stephan Roche, Catalan Institution for Research and Advanced Studies
and Catalan Institute of Nanosciences and Nanotechnology, Spain

JPhys Materials™ (JPMATER) is an open access journal that covers all
branches of physical sciences contributing to the advancement of
materials science. The journal showcases the most significant and
exciting developments in materials research, with a particular focus on
interdisciplinaryandmultidisciplinarystudies.

All materials-related research is in scope; subjects covered will include, but
arenot restricted to:
biologicalandbiomedicalmaterials
carbonmaterials
electronicmaterials
energy and environment materials
magneticmaterials
metals and alloys
metamaterials
organicmaterials
photonicmaterials
polymers and organic compounds
semiconductors
soft matter
superconductors
surfaces,interfacesand thin films
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Editor-in-chief
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JPhys Photonics™ (JPPHOTON) is an open access journal that highlights
the most significant and exciting advances in research into the properties
and applications of light. It aims to bring together scientists from a range of
disciplines,withaparticular focus on interdisciplinary andmultidisciplinary
research.

All photonics-related research is in scope; subjects covered include, but are
not restricted to:
biophotonicsandbiomedical optics
energyandgreen techapplications, includingphotovoltaics
imaging,detectionandsensing
light-matter interactions
light sources, including lasers and LEDs
nanophotonics
nonlinearandultrafast optics
opticalcommunicationsand fibreoptics
opticaldata storage
optoelectronics,integratedoptics andsemiconductor photonics
photonicmaterials,metamaterialsandengineeredstructures
plasmonics
propagation,interactionandbehaviour
quantumphotonicsandoptics

Onlinearchive
2018–2021 available free at iopscience.org/jphysphotonics

Journalmetrics
1.6 OPEN ACCESS ELECTRONIC ONLY
Citescore

Editor-in-chief
Vanderlei S Bagnato, University of São Paulo, Brazil

Founded in 1990, on the initiative of Nobel laureate, Alexander
M Prokhorov, LaserPhysics (LP) is an international journal offering a
comprehensive view of the fields of theoretical and experimental laser
research and applications. The journal’s scope includes:
physics of lasers, and novel laser materials
fibreopticsand fibre lasers
quantumopticsandquantuminformationscience
optics:nanomaterials; nonlinear; ultrafast, andstrong field physics
physicsof cold trappedatoms
laser methods in chemistry, biology, medicine and ecology
laser spectroscopy
interactionof laser radiationwithmatter
laserinteractionwith solids
photonics

In addition to original research papers, LP publishesTopical Reviews,
Tutorials and Special Issues.

Onlinearchive
2013–2021available freewith journal subscription
Details on the LP archive (1991–2012) are available at
www.lasphys.com/lasphys

Partner
AstroLtd.
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Editor-in-chief
Vanderlei S Bagnato, University of São Paulo, Brazil

Laser Physics Letters (LPL) is a monthly international journal that publishes
novel and noteworthy results in the broad areas of fundamental and applied
laserphysicsand their associated fields.

Founded in 2003, thejournal provides rapid dissemination of research
includingspectroscopy,quantumelectronics,quantumoptics,quantum
electrodynamics,nonlinearoptics,atomoptics, quantumcomputation,
quantuminformationprocessingandstorage, fibreopticsand their
applications inchemistry,biology,engineeringandmedicine.

In addition to Letters that report original research results, LPL publishes
invited Topical Reviews that describe recent progress in a field of high
current interest.

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
2004–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive

Partner
AstroLtd.

Journalmetrics
7DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decisionbeforepeer review

Editor-in-chief
Anatole von Lilienfeld, University of Vienna, Austria

Machine Learning: Science and Technology™ (MLST) is a multidisciplinary
open accessjournal that bridges the application ofmachine learning across
the sciences with advances in machine learning methods and theory as
motivatedbyphysical insights.

Particular areasof scientific application include (but arenot limited to):
•physicsandspacescience
•designanddiscoveryofnovelmaterialsandmolecules
•materials characterisation techniques
•simulationofmaterials, chemical processesandbiological systems
•atomistic andcoarse-grained simulation
•quantum computing
•biology,medicineandbiomedical imaging
• geoscience (includingnatural disaster prediction) andclimatology
•simulationmethods andhigh-performancecomputing
• particle physics

Conceptual or methodological advances in machine learning methods
include those in (but are not limited to):
•explainability, causality and robustness
•new (physics inspired) learningalgorithms
•neural network architectures
• kernelmethods
• bayesianandotherprobabilisticmethods
•supervised,unsupervisedandgenerativemethods
•novel computing architectures
•codes anddatasets
•benchmark studies

Onlinearchive
2020–2021 freely available to all at iopscience.org/mlst

Journal metrics
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Editor-in-chief
Jason Smith, University ofOxford, UK

Materials for Quantum Technology™ (MQT) is an open access
multidisciplinaryjournaldevotedto publishing cutting-edgeexperimental
and theoretical researchon thedevelopmentandapplicationofmaterials
for all quantum-enabled technologies and devices. Particular areas of
intertestincludenewareasofmultifunctionalmaterials, such as:
fabricationandcharacterisationofmaterials and interfaces for quantum
technologyapplications
materials forhybridquantumsystems
materials for quantum sensing and metrology
materials for quantumopticsandphotonics
materials forqubit systems
novel materials and devices for quantum computing and quantum
electronics
chemistry forquantum technology
theory and computational design of new materials for quantum
technologyapplications
emergentpropertiesofquantummaterialsand theirapplications

MQT is a highly selective journal, only publishing articles that contain novel
resultsor applications that substantiallyadvance their relevant fieldwith
theexpectationof long-termscientific or technological impact.Alongside
high-impact original research papers, MQT also publishes authoritative
reviewarticlesandperspectives from leadingauthors.

Onlinearchive
2021 freely available to all at iopscience.org/mqt

Editors-in-chief
• Torsten Brezesinski, Karlsruhe Institute ofTechnology, Germany
• WeihuaWang, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy ofSciences
& Songshan Lake Materials Laboratory, China

• Jinkui Zhao, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
& Songshan Lake Materials Laboratory, China

Materials Futures™ (MF) is a gold open access journal publishing original
works, perspectives, and review articles in all areas of basic and applied
materials science and technology. It publishes the latest developments and
achievements in the area of:
• structural materials
• nanomaterials
•energymaterials
•quantummaterials
•bioactivematerials
•materials theoriesand computation

The journal encourages authors to provide a Future Perspective section on
the future risk and breakthrough outlooks of their respective research field
and where the field is heading toward in general.

Partner
Songshan Lake Materials Laboratory,
Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
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Editors-in-chief
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Materials Research Express™ (MRX) is a rapid-publication journal for
new experimental and theoretical research on the design, fabrication,
properties andapplicationsof all classesof functionalmaterials.

Since 2020, MRX has been a fully gold open access journal providing
maximum dissemination of research extending across all areas of materials
science.Particularmaterials of interest include:
biomaterials
nanomaterialsandnanotechnologies
carbonallotropesand2Dmaterials
electronicmaterials
glasses,ceramicsandamorphousmaterials
magneticmaterials
metals and alloys
photonicmaterialsandmetamaterials
polymers and organic compounds
smartmaterials
thin films

Onlinearchive
2020–2021 freely available to all at iopscience.org/mrx
2014–2019 available in the IOPJournal Archive

Journalmetrics
2DAYS
Mediansubmission to first
decision before peer review
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Mediansubmission to first
decisionafter peer review
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Impact factor
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Editor-in-chief
Andrew Yacoot, National Physical Laboratory, UK

The journal is of interest to experimental researchers in all science and
engineering disciplines as well as those specialising in measurement
science.

Measurement Science and Technology™ (MST) covers all aspects of the
theory, practice and application of measurement and sensor technology
across the sciences:
precisionmeasurementsandmetrology
sensors and sensor systems
optical and laser-based techniques
fluids
imaging
spectroscopy
materialsandmaterialsprocessing
biological,medical and life science
environmental andatmospheric
novel instrumentationsystemsandcomponents

MST’s strong publishing programme includesTopical Reviews and Special
Issues.

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1923–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive
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Methods andApplications in Fluorescence™ (MAF) is a multidisciplinary
journalthatappealstochemists,biologistsandphysicistsworkingwith
fluorescence or developing new optical techniques in the life sciences. As
well as review articles, the journal publishes original research articles and
technical notes. The scope includes:
new fluorescent probes and sensors for use in biology
developmentanduseof fluorescentnanoparticles
instrumentationanddevices for fluorescent imaging
FRET, FLIM, FCS
image analysis
quantitativemethods
super-resolution imaging techniques
lanthanidefluorescence
fluorescentpolymers

The applications of fluorescence to emerging areas in bionanotechnology,
nanotechnology and medicine are very much part of the vision for the
journal.

Onlinearchive
2013–2021available freewith journal subscription

Journalmetrics
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Mediansubmission to first
decision before peer review
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Mediansubmission to first
decisionafter peer review
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Impact factor

5.3 ELECTRONIC ONLY
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Editor
J Miles, Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, France

Metrologia (MET) is the leading journal in pure and applied metrology, and
is essential reading for all researchers to whom measurement standards
andcalibrationsareimportant.It publishesoriginal researchon the
fundamentals of measurement, including improvements to the seven base
units of the International System of Units (SI). MET readers can also find
articles on measurements of physical constants that have a fundamental
importance in metrology – such as the Rydberg constant or the fine-
structureconstant –or that contribute to the solution of particularly difficult
measurementproblems.

MET also publishes review articles, issues devoted tosingle topics of timely
interest and occasional conference proceedings, as well as features that
draw attention to the development of new trends of thought and experiment
in this area of physical research, such as Letters to the Editor and Short
Communications.

The METTechnical Supplement is an electronic-only publication that
providesabstractsof international comparisonsused tosupport the
claimedcalibrationandmeasurement capabilities of participating
laboratories. The abstracts are linked to full reports that are part of the
Key Comparison Database (KCDB) maintained on the Bureau International
desPoidsetMesureswebsite,kcdb.bipm.org.

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1965–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive
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Editor-in-chief
Javier Llorca, Polytechnic University of Madrid & IMDEA Materials
Institute,Spain

Serving themultidisciplinarymaterials community,Modellingand
Simulation in Materials Science and Engineering™ (MSMSE) publishes
new research that advances the understanding and prediction ofmaterial
behaviour – at scales from atomistic to macroscopic – through modelling
andsimulation.

The journal is led by Editor-in-chiefJavier Llorca,with support from an
Editorial Board of well respected field professionals who were appointed
for their expert guidance and knowledge across the journal’s scope, which
covers:
modellingand/orsimulationacrossmaterialsscience thatemphasies
fundamentalmaterials issues
interdisciplinary research that tackles challenging and complex
materials problems where the governing phenomena may span different
scales of materials behaviour, with an emphasis on the development
ofquantitativeapproaches toexplainandpredict experimental
observations
materialprocessing thatadvances the fundamentalmaterials science
and engineering underpinning the connection between processing and
properties
allclassesofmaterials andmechanical,microstructural, electronic,
chemical,biologicaland optical properties

The journal has a programme of Focus Issues,with recent topics covered
includingmultiscalematerialsmodellinganduncertainty quantification.

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1992–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive
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Andreas Lendlein, HZG Centre for Materials and Coastal Research &
University of Potsdam, Germany
Richard Trask, University of Bristol, UK

MultifunctionalMaterials™(MFM) is amultidisciplinary journal devoted
to publishing research of the highest quality and impact, and is uniquely
designed to serve an emerging field that now connects the materials
science, physics, chemistry, bioscience and engineering communities, and
translationalmultifunctional sciences.Specificareasof interest include
newareasofmultifunctionalmaterials,suchas:
the design and manufacture of programmed materials for
multifunctionality,morphing andadaptivity
“metamaterials”designedandcreated throughcurrent chemistryor
syntheticbiology
multifunctionalmaterialsdesignedwith the capabilities of intelligent
systems, such as sensing and self-diagnosis
characterisationmethodsforfunctionsandmultiscalemodelling
applicationsof functionalmulti-materials
computationalmaterialsengineering

A key aimfor thejournal is to bridge thematerials andsystems communities
thatarenowinvolvedwithmultifunctional design. In addition to publishing
outstandingarticlesthatreporturgent new results thatmakeasignificant
advance to the field, MFM also publishes invited-onlyTopical Reviews on
themesofparticular current interest to thecommunity.

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
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Nano Express™ is a multidisciplinary, open accessjournal devoted to the
rapidpublicationofnewexperimental, theoretical andapplied research
extending across all areas of nanoscale science and technology, including
interdisciplinary topics.Characterised byarticle length flexibility anda fast-
track peer-review process, areas of interest include (but are not limited to):
synthesisandfunctionalisationof nanostructuredmaterials
study of the self- and directed-assembly of chemical species into
nanoscaleobjects
characterisationof thephysicalandchemicalpropertiesofnanoscale
systems, thin filmsand2Dmaterials
theoreticalandcomputational nanoscience
nanomedicine,biotechnologyandpharmaceutical applications
energy at the nanoscale and the use of nanostructures to develop
alternativeenergy solutions
quantumphenomenaandtechnology
nanofabricationandpatterningofmaterials
sensinganddetectors

Onlinearchive
2020–2021 freely available to all at iopscience.org/nanox

Journalmetrics
OPENACCESS

Editor-in-chief
Amanda Barnard, Australian National University, Australia

NanoFutures™publishes the latest andmost important results and
perspective fromacross nanoscience and related technologies including
physics,chemistry,biomedicine andmaterials science. The journal’s
primary aim is to become the home for high-urgencywork that will define the
future direction of nanotechnology.Only a small proportion of submissions
toNanoFutureswillmeet the highstandards of the journal and the number
ofpublishedarticleswill therefore be limited.Nano Futures is now indexed
inWebofScience andScopus.

Specific topicsof interest include (but arenot limited to):
nanoelectronics
nanophotonics
nanomagnetismandspintronics
energy at the nanoscale
nanosensors
nanometrology
nanobiotechnology
nanomedicine

With a mission to reflect diverse and multidisciplinary fields, Nano Futures
also publishes forward-looking Perspectives and specially commissioned
Roadmap articles on themes of particular current interest to the broader
nanosciencecommunity.

Onlinearchive
2017–2021available freewith journal subscription
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Editor-in-chief
Ray LaPierre, McMaster University, Canada

Nanotechnology™ (NANO) was launched in 1990 as the first journal
dedicated to provide comprehensive coverage across nanoscale research
and technology. Since then, the journal has grown in both quality and
quantitytoestablishitselfasoneof the leading titles in the field. It
continuestooffercutting-edge researcharticles at the forefront of
developments inall fieldsofnanotechnology research.

Thejournal continues to provide commentary on advances in nanoscale
research in:
•energyat thenanoscale
•biology andmedicine
• electronics andphotonics
•patterningand nanofabrication
•sensing andactuating
•materials synthesis
•materials properties
• quantum technology

In addition to original research articles andTopical Reviews, NANO
publishes Focus Collections, Letters and Perspectives on a regular basis,
which feature Invited Articles from highly active subject areas.

NANO is recommended to all researchersworking in applied physics,
chemical physics, condensed matter and materials science, and
measurement science and sensors.

Editor-in-chief
Giacomo Indiveri, University of Zurich, Switzerland

Neuromorphic Computing and Engineering™ (NCE) is a multidisciplinary
open accessjournal devoted to the design, development and application of
artificial neural networks and systems in advancing scientific discovery and
realising emerging new technologies.

Bringing together both the hardware and computational aspects of
neuromorphic systems, the journal’s audience extends to engineering,
materials science, physics, chemistry, biology, neuroscience and computer
science across academia and industry. Broad areas of
coverage include:
development of functional materials for neuromorphic systems
anddevices
biologically-inspired neuromorphic systems and devices
development of novel devices and hardware to enable neuromorphic
computing
computation,modellingand learningprinciples forneuromorphic
systems
neuromorphicsystemsand theories forbrain-inspiredcomputation

Onlinearchive
2021 freely available to all at iopscience.org/nce

Journalmetrics
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Editor-in-chief
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Co-ownedbythe Institute of Physics andDeutschePhysikalische
Gesellschaft,NewJournalofPhysics (NJP)was the first openaccess journal
topublishoriginal researchacross all areas of physics and continues to be
a leader in publishingarticles of outstanding scientific quality that merit
theattentionand interest of the global physics community. NJP’s broad
coverageofphysicsencompassespureand applied research, aswell as
interdisciplinary topics, including:
•quantumphysics (includingquantum information)
•atomicandmolecular physics
•optics, photonicsanddevicephysics
•condensedmatter
• nanoscale science
•softmatter and polymers
•chemical physics
•statisticalmechanics, thermodynamicsandnonlinear systems
• fluid dynamics
• plasmas
•nuclear andparticle physics
• cosmologyandastrophysics
•biological andmedical physics
•Earthscienceandgeophysics

Onlinearchive
1998–2021 freely available at iopscience.org/njp

Partners
•DeutschePhysikalischeGesellschaft
• Institute of Physics
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Published jointly by the London Mathematical Society and IOP Publishing,
Nonlinearity (NON) presents original work that spans the interdisciplinary
nature of nonlinear science. The broad scope of the journal ranges from
physics,mathematicsandengineering through tobiological science.

NON’s Editorial Board is comprised of members with expertise across a
diverse range of subject areas, reflecting the varied interests of the title’s
wide readership and ensuring that NON continues to be an essential
resource for researchers in any field where nonlinearity is of fundamental
importance.Subjectscovered in the journal include:
nonlinear, chaotic and dynamical systems and their applications
mathematicalbiology
nonlinear partial differential equations
fluiddynamics, including fluidboundaries, vortexdynamics, turbulence
and roguewaves
network dynamics and swarming
quantumdynamicsandquantumchaos

All authorsarestronglyencouraged toprovidesufficient introductory
material to make their work accessible to NON’s wide readership.

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1988–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive
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Founded by the International Atomic EnergyAgency (IAEA) in 1960,Nuclear
Fusion (NF) is the acknowledged world-leading journal specialising in
fusion. The journal covers all aspects of theoretical and practical research
thatarerelevant to controlled thermonuclear fusion.

Since 2002, a co-publishing arrangement has been in place that combines
the IAEA’s peer-review and author services with the publishing expertise
of IOP Publishing. Today, the journal continues its tradition as a leading
voice of the worldwide fusion community while offering the most up-to-
date electronic services (including key papers from the history of fusion
research) covering subjects in:
•theproduction,heatingandconfinement of high-temperatureplasmas
•thephysical properties of suchplasmas
• theexperimental or theoreticalmethodsofexploringorexplaining them
• fusion-reactor physics
• reactor concepts
• fusion technologies

Onlinearchive
2011–2021available freewith journal subscription
1960–2010 available in the IOPJournalArchive
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International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
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PhysicalBiology™(PB)bridges research in the biological and physical
sciences,andshowcases a rangeof interdisciplinarypapers, reviewsand
perspectiveswith an innovative edge.

PBcoversanextensive rangeofsubjects, including:
intracellular processes
systemsbiology
developmentalprocesses
physical aspectsofdisease
neuronaldynamics
populationdynamics,ecologyandevolution
biomolecularstructureand interactions
cells and their microenvironment
cell–material interactions
novel physical techniques to probe biological systems
advances inbioinformaticandmodelling-basedapproaches
syntheticbiology

Onlinearchive
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2004–2010 available in the IOPJournal Archive
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Physica Scripta (PhysScr) is an international journal dedicated to
presenting novel research findings and analysis across the breadth of
theoreticalandexperimental physics.

PhysScr is committed to a broad-scope mission, publishingwork from
established fields of physics as well as emerging and interdisciplinary
areas.

Published monthly (12 issues per year), PhysScr aims to support
researchers at all stages by making work more accessible, and includes
Invited Comments and reviews intended to bridge gaps in readers’
knowledge and increase connection between related themes.

As well as regular research articles, the journal features awide range
of curated Focus Issues, including articles and comments that address
cutting-edge topics.

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
Gary Williams, Institute of Physics, UK

Physics Education (PED) is an international journal that supports the
physics teaching community. It provides a forum for educators to share
experiencesand information thatpromotescontinualdevelopment in the
teaching of physics to 11–18 year olds.

It offers professional development and support to physics teachers around
the world by providing:
•aforumforpractising teachers tomakeanactive contribution to the
physics-teachingcommunity

•knowledgeupdates inphysics,educational researchand relevant
curriculumdevelopments

• strategies for teaching and classroom management that will engage and
motivatestudents

In addition to feature papers, PED publishes shorter frontline papers,
resource reviews, lettersandmultimediasupplementarymaterial. It also
supports video abstracts, where authors go beyond the constraints of the
writtenarticle to convey their research.

PED readers benefit fromthe perspective and expertise ofthejournal’s
Editorial Board. It is a valuable resource for anyone involved in physics
education at the high-school or undergraduate level – teachers, lecturers
and teacher trainers in university physics, engineering and education
departments – as well as for those producing resources for schools,
colleges and universities, companies with an education programme,
government-fundedbodiesandgovernment-fundingdepartments.

Onlinearchive
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Editor-in-chief
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Physics in Medicine & Biology (PMB) is published in partnership with the
Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine (IPEM) and covers:
•therapyphysics (ionisingandnon-ionising radiation)
•biomedical imaging (X-ray,magnetic resonance,ultrasound,optical and
nuclear imaging)

• image-guided interventions
• image reconstructionandanalysis
•artificial intelligence in biomedical physics andanalysis
•nanoparticles in imagingand therapy radiobiology
• radiation protection andpatient dosemonitoring
• radiation dosimetry

This journal is essential reading for medical physicists, clinicians
and industry specialists involved in themanufacturing and testing of
radiotherapyequipment,with thepurposeof improving theunderstanding,
detectionand treatmentofdisease,and themanagementofpatients.

Onlinearchive
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Physics— Uspekhi (Advances in Physical Sciences) (PU) is the English
translation of Uspekhi Fizicheskikh Nauk – the flagship journal of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, first published in 1918.

The journal’s broad scope covers physics and associated fields,with
special focus on astrophysics, high-energy physics, solid-state physics,
nonlinear phenomena and modern interdisciplinary areas. Principal
headings include: reviews of topical problems, physics of our day,
instrumentsandmethodsof investigation,methodological notes, from the
history of physics, conferences and symposia, and book reviews.
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Physiological Measurement (PMEA) publishes papers about the
quantitativeassessmentandvisualisationof physiological function in
clinical research and practice, with an emphasis on the development of new
methods of measurement and other validation. Papers are published on
topics including:
• appliedphysiology in illnessandhealth
• electrical bioimpedance, optical and acoustic measurement techniques
•advancedmethodsof timeseriesandotherdataanalysis
•biomedical and clinical engineering
• in-patient andambulatorymonitoring
• point-of-care technologies
•novel clinicalmeasurementsof cardiovascular, neurological and
musculoskeletal systems

•physiologicalmodelling and simulation
•novelbiomedical sensors, instruments,devicesandsystems
•measurement standardsandguidelines

Thejournal encourages publication of data and code aswell as results.

Editor-in-chief
Faith Vilas, Planetary Science Institute, USA

The PlanetaryScienceJournal is devoted to recent developments,
discoveries and theories in planetary science. We welcome all aspects
of investigation of the solar system and other planetary systems.
The PlanetaryScienceJournal publishes manuscripts that constitute
significant new research that is directly relevant to planetary science,
includingobservational results, theoretical insights,modeling, laboratory
studies,instrumentationor geological field studies.
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Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion™ (PPCF) is a leading voice in plasma
physics. It covers the latest experimental and theoretical research into the
physics of hot, highly ionised plasmas and controlled nuclear fusion.

The scope of PPCF includes:
experimental and theoretical research into all aspects of hot, highly
ionisedplasmas
nuclear fusion (bothmagnetic confinement fusionand inertial
confinementfusion)
basic phenomena in highly ionised gases in the laboratory, in the
ionosphere and in space
diagnosticmethods relevant to fusionandhigh-temperatureplasmas

PPCF’s direction is overseen by an Editorial Board comprised of leading
researchers from major international laboratories. These experts ensure
that the latest and most relevant work is published, making PPCF the
destination journal for researchers in the fields of nuclear fusion and high-
temperatureplasmaphysics.
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Plasma Research Express™ (PREX) is a broad, multidisciplinary journal
devoted to publishing new experimental and theoretical research covering
all areas of fundamental, engineering and applied plasma science at low
and high temperatures.Topics of particular interest include:
plasmascienceand technology for interdisciplinary applications to
materials science,nanotechnology,micro-optics,medicineandbiology,
chemistryandprocessing,andenvironmental technology
high-temperatureplasmasandcontrolled fusion
laser-plasma, high energy density plasma science, andwarm dense
matter
plasmadiagnostics,instrumentation and facilities
plasmamodellingandsimulations
nonlinear phenomena in natural and laboratory plasmas
design rulesandoperationmechanismsof plasmas sources for industrial
applications
instabilitiesand turbulence inastrophysical andspaceplasmas
fundamentalprinciplesanddata for plasma–surface interactions
electromagnetic interactionsof chargedparticlesandbeams
data-drivenplasmascience
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Editor-in-chief
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Plasma Science and Technology (PST) offers novel experimental and
theoreticalresultsinplasmaphysics to the international research
community,highlightingtheprogressof interdisciplinary andapplied
aspects of the field.

PST publishes research articles, letters, reviews, brief communications and
researchnotes.

PST is thejournal of choice for plasma research fromChina and publishes
across awide range of plasma-related topics, including:
basicplasmaphenomena
magneticallyconfinedplasma
inertiallyconfinedplasma
low-temperatureplasma
astrophysicsandspaceplasma
plasmatechnology
fusionengineering
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Amultidisciplinary journal containing theoretical, computational and
experimental techniques for thestudyof low-temperature plasmas,Plasma
SourcesScienceandTechnology™(PSST) reflects the relevanceof low-
temperatureplasmas for researchers in fields as varied asmedical physics,
engineering,materials scienceand the environment.PSST focuseson the
latestdevelopments in the field, with a scope that covers:
fundamental studies of low-temperature plasmas and ionised gases
operating over all ranges of gas pressure and plasma density
plasma sources and the processes initiated or sustained by them
theoretical, computational andexperimental techniquesanddata for the
studyof low-temperatureplasmas

PSSTpublishesaprogrammeofSpecial Issues,TopicalReviewsand
Letters,so that readerscanbe confident that they have themost up-to-date
papersavailable in the field.
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Progress in Biomedical Engineering™ (PRGB) is a new interdisciplinary
journalpublishinghigh-qualityauthoritative reviewsandopinionpieces in
the most significant and exciting areas of biomedical engineering research.
Published content by leading experts on the current state of the science and
emerging trends aims to fuel discussion on the future direction of research.

PRGB publishes review articles and perspectives covering a range of
researchtopicsfrom this important and rapidly developing field, including:
tissueengineering
biomechanics
robotics
biomedical imagingandcomputing
drug delivery
rehabilitation
cellular and molecular engineering
neuro engineering
medical devices
nanotechnologyandmedicine
computerassisted interventions
biomaterials
artificial intelligence andmachine learning

Onlinearchive
2019–2021 freely available to all at iopscience.org/prgb
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Progress in Energy™ (PRGE) is a new multidisciplinary journal publishing
high-qualityauthoritativereviewsandopinionpieces in themost significant
and exciting areas ofenergy research.

Invited content by leading experts on the current state of the science and
emerging trends aims to fuel discussion on the future direction of research.

PRGE publishes reviews covering a range of research topics from this
importantandrapidly developing field, including:
energymaterials
energy storage
energy science and engineering
energyconservation
energyefficiency
energy systems
energy and transport
energy infrastructure
energy grids and networks
energy access and security
sustainable and renewable energy
environment and resources
energypolicy
energy economics
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Publications of theAstronomical Society of the Pacific (PASP) has
publishedoriginal researchonastronomyandastrophysicssince1889.
Published on behalf of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, the journal
offers a unique blend of novel research, timely reviews, special issues,
tutorialsandother information important to astronomers, astrophysicists
and educators. Under the leadership of its current Editor-in-chief, PASP has
recieved its highest Impact Factor in the journal’s history.

PASP covers the followingsubject areas:
• astronomy and astrophysics, covering all wavelengths and
distancescales

•instrumentation,data analysis and software
•astrophysicalcalculations, techniques andmethod tutorials
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Russia

Associate editors
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Sciences, Russia

Quantum Electronics (QE) is a direct English translation of the Russian
journal, Kvantovaya Elektronika. Established in 1971 by Nobel Prize
laureate, Nikolay G Basov, the journal provides comprehensive results
in topics such as quantum electronic devices, laser physics and optics,
interactionoflaserradiationwithmatter, and the transmissionand
processing of information at basic and applied research levels. Special
attention is now given to laser nanotechnologies, laser biology and
medicine. It is a valuable resource for those working with all aspects of
laser research or with the practical application of laser technologies in
themetrological, biological andmedical fields, or in theelectronics,
engineering,defenceandmaterials industries.
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Quantum Science and Technology™ (QST) is a multidisciplinary, high-
impact journal devoted to publishing research of the highest quality and
significancecovering thescienceandapplicationofall quantum-enabled
technologies. QST bridges aspects of applied mathematics, condensed
matter,quantumoptics,atomicphysicsandmaterialsscience,andalso
extends to chemistry, biology, engineering, computer science and machine
learning.

In addition to regular research papers, QST also publishesTopical Reviews
and solicits articles for Focus Issues on high-interest subjects, resulting in
an overview of the most up-to-date and interesting research in this field.
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Editor-in-chief
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Reports on Progress in Physics™ (ROPP) has a long-established reputation
as an essential resource for authoritative review articles covering all
branchesofphysics.

ROPP’s prestigious reputation stems not only from its authoritative and
highly cited commissioned articles, but also from the emphasis placed on
adapting to meet the needs of graduate students, researchers entering new
fieldsandestablished expertsalike.

As part of this evolution and in addition to the review articles forwhich the
journal is known, ROPP has introduced two other article types in recent
years to deal with subjects of current or critical interest to researchers:
ReportsonProgressarticles recount thecurrent statusofa rapidly
advancing field that holds significant interest but has not yet fully
developed, with an emphasis on identifying disagreements whose
resolutionwouldlead to progress in the field.
Key Issues Reviews focus on the current compelling questions in physics
and identify the critical aspects of growing fieldswhose significance and
goals are undeveloped or disputed.
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Research inAstronomyandAstrophysics (RAA) is a rapidly developing
internationaljournal thatpublishestop-quality research fromastronomers
andastrophysicistsworldwide.

RAA publishes research papers and reviews on all branches of astronomy
andastrophysics,especially:
large-scale structure of universe formation and evolution of galaxies
high-energy and cataclysmic processes in astrophysics
formationandevolutionof stars
astrogeodynamics
solarmagneticactivityandheliogeospaceenvironments
dynamicsof celestial bodies in thesolarsystemandartificial bodies
spaceobservationandexploration
newastronomical techniquesandmethods

Onlinearchive
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Russian Chemical Reviews (RCR) is the English translation of the monthly
reviewjournal Uspekhi Khimii, one of the leading Russianjournals in chemistry,
founded in 1932.Thejournal showcases the advances in most aspects
of modern chemistry, including: chemical physics; physical chemistry,
including catalysis; mathematical chemistry; co-ordination chemistry;
analytical chemistry; organic and organometallic chemistry; chemistry of
macromolecules; biochemistry, bio-organic chemistry and biomolecular
chemistry; medicinal chemistry; materials chemistry, nanochemistry,
nanostructures; and environmental chemistry. RCR appeals to all scientists
working with chemistry, physical chemistry, chemical physics, materials
science, nanochemistry, nanostructures and nanotechnologies.
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Deputy editors
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Covering a wide spectrum of mathematics, mechanics and mathematical
physics, Russian Mathematical Surveys (RMS) is the English translation of
the prestigious Russian journal Uspekhi Matematicheskikh Nauk, founded
in 1936.

RMS publishes specially-commissionedsurvey articles on current trends in
mathematics and short communications showcasing new research from the
Moscow Mathematical Society. It is also the only journal that publishes a
record of mathematical life in Russia and biographical material. Translated
into English since 1960, the journal archive provides access to valuable
historic research.
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Sbornik: Mathematics (SM) is the English translation of the Russian
monthly journalMatematicheskiiSbornik, founded in1866.Theoldest
Russian mathematical journal, SM has been translated into English since
1967, and covers a wide spectrum of areas in pure mathematics, focusing
onkeydevelopments inmathematicalanalysis,ordinarydifferential
equations,partial differential equations,mathematical physics, geometry,
algebraandfunctional analysis.
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Semiconductor Science and Technology™ (SST) focuses exclusively on
semiconductor research and its applications. SST is a leader among
specialisedsemiconductor journals; thequalityof researchpublished
in SST is reflected in its high downloads-per-article rate. The journal has
attractedagrowing international readership.

SST’s scope covers fundamental and applied experimental and theoretical
studiesof thepropertiesof semiconductors, their interfacesanddevices
including:
fundamentalproperties
materialsandnanostructures
devicesandapplications
fabricationandprocessing
emerging fields
–topological semiconductors
– layered materials and nanowires
–semiconductors forenergy
– flexible electronics

SSToffers readers awide range of article types, including aseries of
Special Issues. Researchers can access the most up-to-date research via
Letters–the journal’shigh-quality, high-profile outlet for newand important
research across all areas of semiconductor research. Topical Review
articles present the background, recent progress and current state of the
art in a particular field, making SST essential reading for scientists at any
stage of their career in semiconductor research.
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Editor-in-chief
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Smart Materials and Structures™ (SMS) is a multidisciplinary journal
dedicatedtotechnicaladvancesin (andapplicationsof) smartmaterials,
systems and structures; including intelligent systems, sensing and
actuation,adaptivestructuresandactive control.

SMS covers the following research areas:
smart materials development and application – including, but not limited
to, shape memory alloys and polymers, electro- and magnetorheological
materials, piezoelectrics, ferroelectrics, multiferroics, piezomagnetics,
electro- and magnetostrictive materials, thermoelectrics, photovoltaics,
electro- and magnetocaloric materials, electrochromics, IPMCs,
electroactive polymers, energy-storage materials, self-healing materials
and multifunctional materials in general
smart materials utilised as sensors and actuators with applications at
any scale
adaptive structural systems, actively controlled structures with smart
materials and other non-traditional actuators
energy harvesting systems including modelling, applications and
implementation issues
smart material systems that utilise biomimetics and bioinspiration
3D-printed smart materials and their applications
smart textiles andwearable technology
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Superconductor Science and Technology™ (SUST) is the leading journal
specialisinginsuperconductivity and its application.

SUST is a truly multidisciplinaryjournal that provides an essential forum
for members of the superconductivity research community and publishes
Letters, Special Issues, Topical Reviews and Roadmap and Viewpoint
articles.

SUST’s scope includes papers fromall areas of superconductivity, including
superconductingmaterials and basic properties, superconducting quantum
technology, electronics and other small-scale devices, superconducting
wiresand tapes,superconductingmagnets, accelerators and other large-
scale applications.

Thisinternational journal publisheshigh-quality, innovativearticles
covering the latest developments in superconductivity, ensuring that
researchers receive a valuable overview of current research and keep up to
datewith the latest developments in the field.
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Surface Topography: Metrology and Properties™ (STMP) publishes the
latest physics, chemistry, life science, materials science and engineering
research on applied, functional surfaces. STMP also publishes cross-
disciplinary work on surface and interface engineering, helping researchers
to share common themes on surface properties across an array of different
applications.The journal looksat surfaces from the fundamental,applied
and natural sciences, at any and all length scales.

STMP covers the modelling, design and characterisation ofmodified
surfaces,aswell as thestructure–function relationshipbetween
thesurfacepropertiesand their application. It aims topresent the
measurement of topography of surfaces and interfaces, and to highlight the
connectionbetweenthisandtheir resultant properties.Broadly, it includes:
multiscalemetrologyof surfacesand interfaces
static properties of surfacesand interfaces
dynamicpropertiesof surfacesand interfaces
non-physical propertiesof surfacesand interfaces
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IOP Publishing is one of the world’s largest conference proceedings publishers, providing
organisers and authors with a fast, easy to use and effective publication process.
We publish research presented and discussed at prestigious conferences in physics and related subjects around theworld. Key topics include
physics, materials science, environmental science, bioscience, engineering, computational science and mathematics.

In2021weare relaunchingour proceedingsservicewith abrand-newsuite of tools that offer seamlessmanagementof eachstage of theprocessas
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IOP Conference Series: Earth and
EnvironmentalScience
The IOP Conference Series: Earth and
Environmental Science (EES) provides
a fast, versatile and cost-effective
proceedings publication service.
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ECS conferences
Theofficialconference publications of TheElectrochemical Society

ECSTransactions
Features full-text content of proceedings fromThe Electrochemical Society (ECS) meetings and
ECS-sponsored meetings. ECS Transactions is a high-quality venue for authors and an excellent
resource for researchers. The papers appearing in ECS Transactions are reviewed to ensure that
submissions meet generally accepted scientific standards. ECS Transactions is indexed by most major
services, including the Web of Science Conference Proceedings Citation Index, SciFinder, Scopus
and Google Scholar.

ALSO AVAILABLE

ECSMeetingAbstracts
Contains extended abstracts of the technical papers presented at the ECS biannual meetings and
ECS-sponsored meetings. This publication offers a first look into the current research in the field.
ECSMeetingAbstracts are freely available.

ECS ProceedingsVolumes
ECS Proceedings Volumes (PVs) contains papers presented in symposia at ECSand topical meetings,
up until mid-2005. PVs provided up-to-date views of specialized topics and frequently offered
comprehensive treatment of rapidly developing areas.
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Science news: PhysicsWorld
physicsworld.com

Physics World® represents a key part of our mission to communicate world-class research
and innovation to thewidest possible audience.Thewebsite forms part of thePhysics World
portfolio, a collection of digital and print services for the global scientific community. Physics
World helps you to stay up to date with the latest breakthroughs in physics and interdisciplinary
science. Readers working in academic and industrial research can enjoy a unique mix of daily
news, opinion and analysis from an award-winning team of science journalists.

Cross-disciplinary
Reflecting the increasingly cross-disciplinary and international nature of scientific research, Physics World includes coverage from across
disciplines, including materials science, biosciences, environmental sciences, astronomy and astrophysics, and interdisciplinary sciences.
We seek to inform, educate and connect a global scientific readership.

Impact
Physics World caters for audiences across borders and disciplines, helping scientists to promote themselves, their teams and their research
to researchers around the world.

Early career scientists
We provide training and mentorship for early career scientists.Wesupport their careers and develop the next generation ofscience
communicators throughourcontributornetworks.

Visit physicsworld.com, the number-one science news service
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Magazines

Physics World
physicsworld.com

Celebrating more than 30 years as the world’s must-read physics magazine. Read by physicists
in academia or industry, students and those working in interdisciplinary fields.

Each month, more than 100,000 readers enjoy comprehensive news and analysis, in-depth
features, incisive opinion pieces, sound careers advice, and reviews of the best new books and
multimedia.

Volume 35

Frequency 12

Online ISSN 2058-7058

Print ISSN 0953-8585

Onlinearchive
2011–2022available freewith journal subscription
1950–2011 available in the IOPJournal Archive
(1950–1988 under the previous name ofPhysics Bulletin)

With physics changing at such a rapid pace, Physics
World is the perfect way foryou to stay on top, thanks to
its timely, accessible and thought-provoking articles from
the world’s leading physicists and science writers.
MatinDurrani, editor-in-chief
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CERNCourier
cerncourier.com

CERN is undisputedly the hub of aglobal community ofscientists
advancing the frontiers of knowledge, and for 60 years CERN Courier has
been servingthis international community.
This high-energy physics magazine covers international developments in particle physics and the
achievements of scientists working in these and related fields. CERN Courier is internationally recognised as
required reading for the high-energy physics community, and the magazine of choice for any researcher or
scientist who needs to keep up to date. Inside each issue you will find the latest research news, authoritative
reports and project updates on a range of topics.

Freesample
Visitcerncourier.com/magazineto read thedigital edition

Didyouknow?
CERNCourierhasmore than 75,000 readersworldwide

March 2020
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Freesubscription
To view asample copy andsubscribe today, visit
www.esrf.eu/UsersAndScience/Publications/Newsletter

Didyouknow?
ESRFnews has more than 30,000 readersworldwide

ESRFnews
www.esrf.eu/UsersAndScience/Publications/Newsletter

The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), located in Grenoble,
France, is a joint facility supported and shared by 21 European countries.
It operates the most powerful synchrotron radiation source in Europe.

ESRFnews highlights the latest developments at the ESRF, as well aswithin theworldwide synchrotron
community. It is an invaluable information source read in 57 countries by engineers, scientists and research
project managers in a range of research areas and industries.
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Careers support

Physics World Jobs
physicsworld.com/jobs

The onlinejobs board for international jobs and courses in physics and
engineering. Jobseekers can find some of the most sought-after roles with
leading employers, including Fermilab, Siemens, MIT and CERN.

PhysicsWorldJobs is the latest addition to the Physics World portfolio, building on our extensive coverage of
careers in physics over the past 20 years.

Bringing you a diverse range of opportunities, we’re here to help you take the next step in your career and find
the perfect job – whether you’re an undergraduate, graduate, technician, researcher or industry professional.

You can also find out more aboutwhat it’s like towork at one of our featured employers by exploring their
profiles. The in-depth information showcases what our featured employers are looking for and highlights the
range of opportunities that could be available to you.

Didyouknow?
Creating an account on Physics World enables you to sign up for newsletters, all ofwhich contain
the latestjobs posted in their field

Physics World Careers
physicsworld.com/careers

This annual publication from Physics World showcases the diverse range
of career opportunities available to physics graduates.

Containing an extensive employer directory, insightful case studies and sound career advice, Physics World
Careers helps early-career scientists make informed choices about their future.

Didyouknow?
Physics World Careers is a must-read for all new STEM graduates and
early-career scientists
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